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Executive Summary

Hybrid power plants show promise to provide significant value to the electric grid system,
especially as shares of renewable energy in systems increase from 10% to 20% or more and costs
of wind, solar photovoltaics, and battery storage all continue to decrease. Many manufacturers
and developers are proactively developing hybrid power plant strategies to ensure plant
profitability in markets where it is important to provide energy that is more predictable and
controllable, with higher capacity values, as well as various ancillary services to the grid system.
However, there still are many questions about whether hybrid power plants make sense versus
leaving it to the larger grid system to ensure low cost and reliable supply by engaging directly
with all individual assets. Alternative opportunities exist by adding another technology to an
existing interconnect, such as adding solar to wind.
This report summarizes literature on state-of-the-art research concerning hybrid power plants
from multiple perspectives, including: (1) resource and market opportunities, (2) technology
selection and sizing, (3) physical design, and (4) operation and control. The emphasis was placed
on wind and solar hybrid power plants (with or without storage), but additional technologies
were considered and merit further investigation.
In addition, findings from a 2018 National Renewable Energy Laboratory workshop titled,
“Design and Development of Hybrid Power Plants,” on these same topics are included, and the
combination of information can be used to help provide a general recommendation for research.
Overall, the first question that needs to be answered is under what (if any) market and resource
conditions do hybrid power plants make sense. Second, there are questions around what the
detailed performance, revenue, and costs of such plants look like under different contexts.
Closely related is the question of how to design such plants for the best possible economic
performance. Finally, there is a need to continue research and demonstrate and validate the
ability of hybrid power plants to provide services to the grid on multiple timescales. As a result,
we recommend the following actions:
1. Survey and analyze market and resource conditions to evaluate hybrid power plant
performance and cost (with a focus on wind and solar), using sizing tools such as the
Renewable Energy Integration and Optimization (REopt™) model or similar toolset. The
following steps are included as part of this action item:
• Select number of cases based on market archetypes and associated revenue streams
(see Section 2).
• Select number of cases based on resource availability and cross-resource correlation
(see Section 2).
• Compare overall profitability of individual technologies vs. multiple co-located
technologies.
• Provide general guidance regarding the contexts in which hybrid solar and wind
power plants are or are not profitable.
• Project results across national level to estimate overall potential of hybrid power
plants.
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2. Consider cases where hybrid power plants show promise and perform a more detailed
analysis of design for such plants, using the System Advisor Model and Wind-Plant
Integrated System Design and Engineering Model (WISDEM®)-based toolset. The
following steps are included as part of this action item:
• For a selection of cases, develop a detailed design of a power plant, including of the
layout and collection system with varying levels of co-location (from adjacent plants
with a common collection point to a fully interwoven design).
• Investigate specific challenges and opportunities associated with the designs (e.g.,
economies of scale, technology innovation).
• Investigate alternative technologies, such as different types of storage (e.g., solar
panels).
• Evaluate the subset of resulting designs in a production model (like the System
Advisor Model) to validate economic performance.
• Evaluate the subset of resulting designs in a larger system model to assess not just the
profitability of hybrid power plants, but their impact and potential to support the
larger system operation (especially under contingency scenarios).
• Provide recommended best practices on the physical design of hybrid power plants.
3. In parallel, advance research in control and operation of hybrid power plants in areas of
grid code compliance, ability to provide ancillary services to the grid, and more.
All these activities are major research efforts, and additional work is needed to prioritize, clarify,
and refine the scope of work. This will be the focus of follow-up activity within the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory and in collaboration with the larger hybrid power plant
stakeholder group. The goal will be to provide an objective suite of research, analysis, and
demonstration related to the hybrid power plants’ screening, design, operation, and control.
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1 Introduction

For decades, wind, solar, and other renewable energy technologies have had minimal
deployment with respect to fossil-fuel, hydropower, or nuclear-based generation assets in electric
power systems. However, driven by consideration of environmental impacts, policy decisions,
and significant cost reductions in wind, solar photovoltaic (PV), and energy storage (particularly
battery) technologies; new installations of electricity generation have been dominated by
renewables in the United States, Europe, and globally (Bloomberg New Energy Finance 2017;
BP Energy Economics 2018; International Energy Agency [IEA] 2018). Specifically, the cost of
energy for wind and solar PV technologies has fallen to the point where these technologies are
cost-competitive with conventional thermal generation in many markets (Haegel et al. 2018;
Dykes et al. 2019). “Energy Transition Outlook 2018” has led integrated studies, which forecast
that wind energy and solar PV technologies will each make up 30% of global electricity
production by 2050, in a system with significant electrification of the global energy system
(“Energy Transition Outlook 2018”). NREL’s 2018 Standard Scenarios indicate significant
growth in renewable penetration of the electric sector as well by 2050 (Cole 2018). As we look
toward the future grid dominated by renewable energy, a paradigm shift is underway where the
traditional model of energy-based revenue streams for wind and solar PV using power purchase
agreements or feed-in tariffs is changing (Wiser and Bolinger 2018). With renewable energy
growing to 10%-20% or more of overall electricity generation (Wiser and Bolinger 2018;
Wingfield 2017; Kleckner 2017; Nelson 2015), design objectives are shifting from producing
energy at the lowest levelized cost and using the levelized cost of energy calculator (LCOE) to
also include other design objectives that maximize profitability from revenue streams associated
with time-varying energy pricing, ancillary services, and capacity markets.
Wind, solar, and storage technologies can take part in a limited way in some of these markets
today but, because of their uncertainty and variability, not to the same degree as traditional
power plants. To ensure profitability of these assets in the future, developers would like wind,
solar, and other renewable energy plants to have the ability to operate more like traditional power
plants, in terms of capacity value, dispatchability, ancillary services, and reliability. To ensure
profitability at an individual asset level, developer/owner/operators are designing “hybrid power
plants” that combine wind, solar, storage, and other renewable technologies together.
By combining generation assets together, including storage, solar, wind, and other renewable
generation, into “hybrid power plants,” an individual plant owner can 1) develop economies of
scope in terms of land usage, electrical and physical infrastructure, and operational expenditures,
and 2) increase their system value to capitalize on revenue streams through forward capacity
markets (where present), “dispatchable” operation in markets with time-varying energy pricing,
and ancillary service markets (where present).
This is a substantial shift from historical approaches to solar and wind energy power plant
development and operation. Until recently, renewable power plants in many markets had a
design objective to produce as many kilowatt-hours as possible, because all were awarded the
same fixed income stream (whether through a power purchase agreement or other form of fixed
energy payment). In this case, such power plants only curtail when necessary, and commanded to
do so from the system operator to support the larger grid. Looking forward, hybrid power plants
1
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act more like conventional generation, where they consistently produce less than full capacity
and focus on providing energy at specific times (i.e., dispatchable energy) as well as services that
support the reliability and stability of the grid system. This new paradigm creates an opportunity
to critically consider how hybrid power plants should be designed and controlled, and which
technology assets should be used in what configuration.
In the recent Xcel “2017 All Source Solicitation 30-Day Report,” 30% of the wind and solar bids
included some form of hybrid plant offering by including storage (Deign 2018). Vestas, one of
the oldest wind turbine manufacturers still operating, has made hybrid power plants part of its
core strategy going forward with a demonstration plant already in the works (Vestas 2018a,
2018b). General Electric has announced similar plans (“GE” 2018). This topic is highly relevant
to industry because it is intuitive to combine wind, solar, other renewables, and storage to
minimize the risks of renewable energy variability and at the same time maximize revenue in
evolving markets. However, after consulting industry, it is apparent that there is still a lot of
uncertainty around the economic viability of hybrid power plants in general, and under what
resource and market conditions these plants may or may not make sense.
To understand the current landscape of hybrid power plants and associated research and
technology development needs, a workshop was held in December 2018 to bring together
perspectives from across a large stakeholder group including original equipment manufacturers,
developer/owner/operators, utilities, consultancies, government, laboratories, and universities.
Through a series of presentations and breakout sessions, speakers and participants described
current practice in hybrid power plant design and development and discussed gaps and
challenges. Topics addressed included:
1. Technology Combinations, Markets, and Sizing of Hybrid Power Plants:
•
•
•
•
•

Representing uncertain resource availability and revenue streams
Sizing of wind/solar/storage elements and consideration of different technology
options
Integrating with other systems (hydropower and geothermal)
Transmission considerations
Co-location versus virtual hybrid power plants.

2. Physical Design Considerations and Innovation Opportunities for Hybrid Power Plant
Design
•
•
•
•

Electrical infrastructure
Combining balance-of-system elements for an integrated development process
Practical design considerations
Design and optimization methodologies and approaches.

3. Considerations of Hybrid Power Plant Operation and Control
•
•
•
•

Existing and emerging control capabilities at the individual technology level
Integrating hybrid power plant controls wind/storage, solar/storage, wind/solar
and wind/solar/storage
Forecasting for hybrid power plant operation
Integrating hybrid power plants into power system operations.
2
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This report summarizes the literature and workshop findings in each of the three topic areas
above. Sections 2 and 3 focus on resource and market opportunities that inform technology
selection and sizing of hybrid power plants. Section 4 considers the detailed physical design of
those power plants, and Section 5 then considers their operation and control. Section 6 shares
insights that emerged directly from the workshop itself and a brief overall summary and outlook.
The report findings will be used to inform National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL)
research on hybrid power plants.
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2 Hybrid Power Plant Overview, Resource, and
Market Opportunities

The first point of discussion around hybrid power plants is under what resource, technology, and
market conditions do combined assets (potentially virtually coupled or physically co-located)
make sense. In this section we provide a general overview of hybrid power plants and their
technology configurations as well as a discussion of the complementarity of their respective
energy resources.

2.1 Technology Combinations

Hybrid power plants are those that combine multiple generation assets in a single power plant.
Storage technologies, like batteries, do not generate energy by themselves and instead can shift
when energy is produced, to provide more predictable and controllable generation, and to
provide services to support grid system reliability. However, storage additions to a generation
facility are not considered to create hybrid power plants for the purposes of this report.
Definition: Hybrid power plants are power plants that contain two or more technologies
that may potentially include wind turbines, solar PV, solar CSP, storage, geothermal
power, hydropower, biomass, natural gas, oil, coal, or nuclear power. These hybrid plants
can be used to generate electricity or other products such as hydrogen. This report will
focus mainly on electricity generation.
Throughout this report, we will focus on hybrid power plants using only renewable generation
and with emphasis on wind and solar PV hybrid power plants with and without additional
storage technology. We also focus on hybrid power plants that produce electricity as their only
output (versus producing fuels, hydrogen, or other energy products). Although such hybrid
power plants could provide significant potential in terms of the transformation of the energy
systems, they are excluded here to reduce the overall scope and would be a good topic for a
future effort of similar magnitude.
Electricity generation technologies have different strengths and weaknesses when it comes to
supporting the bulk electricity grid system for low cost, secure, stable, and reliable operation
over both the short and long term. Past efforts have looked at the different electric grid system
needs for low-cost and reliable operation and assessed the ability of different generation
technologies to address those needs (Kroposki et al. 2017; Gevorgian, Burra, and Morjaria
2018). The former classifies electricity generation technology according to different grid stability
services, while the latter assesses different grid technology and market solutions to address some
of the challenges of systems with high shares of variable renewable generation.
Conventional synchronous generation excels at providing high capacity value, predictable and
controllable energy supply, and the various grid services needed to ensure stable and reliable
operation of the electric grid. This is not surprising because the development of the electric grid
system since the early 20th century has been built on a model that conforms to the nature of the
capabilities that these generation technologies embodied. Hughes (1993) provides a detailed
account of how early electricity systems evolved around coal-fired, synchronous electricity
generation around the turn of the 20th century. Although demand in the system has been
considered variable over the course of the evolution of the electricity grid system, supply has
4
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been dispatchable and readily available when needed. This paradigm afforded significant
freedom to the demand side of the electricity system without substantial increase in cost.
Renewable energy from wind and solar PV, especially in the last few years, has provided lowercost energy than the electric grid system has ever seen before, with one significant caveat: that
energy is more variable and less controllable than the electricity demand currently. To fully
exploit these new energy sources, one of two things must happen: either demand adapts to take
advantage of cheaper but more variable energy supply, or the supply adapts to provide more
predictable and controllable energy (Dykes et al. 2019). In either case, a system with
significantly less synchronous generation than in the past (i.e., with large numbers of wind and
solar power plants) will require a paradigm shift to enable the reliable and cost-efficient
operation and planning of such converter-dominated systems (see Dykes et al. 2019 for a
detailed discussion on converter-dominated electricity systems in terms of their design, and the
subsequent requirements imposed on converter/inverter-based generation assets, such as wind
and solar power plants).
The former case requires an adaptation of the current paradigm of market design and system
operation where demand is relatively elastic, and supply conforms to match demand minute by
minute, day by day, week by week, month over month and year after year. Early examples of the
formation of the electricity system point to this flexibility where new use cases emerged to take
advantage of the availability of electricity generation at off-peak times through electric
transportation, proliferation of theme parks, and other technologies (Nye 1992). Increased
demand elasticity today is also present through increasing participation in demand-response
programs that shift electricity (when needed) as well as through increasing adoption of electric
vehicles that may be able to flexibly charge based on pricing signals as well as to serve as
systems for distributed storage (Mai 2018; Zahedi 2012).
Hybrid power plants that couple various forms of generation together and/or with storage
technology may be able to provide more elastic supply to conform with less elastic demand.
Firstly, if there is an anti- or inverse-correlation in the energy production of the technologies,
then there is opportunity for enhancing the predictability and controllability of the supply from
the plant. For solar PV and wind energy, this depends on the joint distributions of the energy
resources themselves and will be discussed further in the next section.
Expanding to other technologies, including solar, concentrating solar power (CSP), geothermal,
and hydropower (the latter two are classified as synchronous generation) allows the ability to
provide an even more robust buffer against the variability and uncertainty associated with wind
and solar PV production. Combining these assets would allow a hybrid power plant to provide
capacity, energy, and services in a manner more similar to conventional power plants. An
optimal mix of technologies for a given power plant depend, however, on the site-specific
environmental resources and local market conditions. The next two subsections explore the
impact of resource and market opportunities (including demand profiles) on the economic
viability of hybrid power plants.
2.1.1 Resource Opportunities
Depending on the specific location, there are different quantities of renewable resources (solar,
wind, hydro, geothermal) at different timescales of interest. These will have varied levels of
5
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correlation at different timescales as well. Farther away from a specific location, the more a
resource profile for a given energy source will change, creating geospatial correlation
characteristics both for a given resource as well as across different types of energy resources.
Below is a brief summary of some of the characteristics of the various energy resources:
•

Solar. Solar energy, regardless of its location on the globe, has a diurnal cycle (Lewis
2007). The time of the year and latitude of the location strongly dictate the profile of that
diurnal cycle. In addition, weather trends (which influence cloud cover) on a regional
scale have a significant influence on the resource, and these are less predictable on shortterm timescales. However, both the weather trends and the impact of time of year/latitude
do have predictable influence on the seasonal variability of the resource. Figure 1 is an
example of the temporal profiles (diurnal and seasonal) for solar power in Phoenix,
Arizona, USA. As shown in the graphic, solar energy potential increases in the morning
after sunrise, peaks in the middle of the day, and declines until the sunset. During the
night, there is no available solar resource. In addition, the summer months have higher
maximum potential irradiance. Solar resource data can be freely obtained for much of the
world using public data sets (NSRDB, NREL: Developer Network, Sengupta et al. 2018)
or purchased data sets. These resource data were obtained from the NSRDB.

Figure 1. Example average daily solar resource for Phoenix in four different months

•

Wind. Wind energy resources vary widely, depending on the global position (see
Manwell et al. 2009 for an overview of the basic features of wind energy resource
variation and assessment). First, there are the different driving sources for wind energy,
including pressure forces because of differential heating of the Earth’s regions, Coriolis
6
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forces because of the Earth’s rotation, inertial forces of the wind itself because of largescale circular motions, and frictional forces from interacting with the Earth’s surface
(Manwell et al. 2009). Variations in topography (forestation, ridges, built environment,
offshore areas) strongly influence these frictional forces and the behavior of the local
resource at a specific site and even the location within it. Even more difficult to assess
and predict is the wind resource variation over time. Although there may be a general
diurnal trend to the resource, such as the “sea-breeze effect 1” in near-shore wind power
plants (both land-based and offshore), there is typically much less correlation of the wind
resource with time of day than for solar energy. Seasonal prediction of the resource is
similar where there are general trends and correlation, but they are less strong than for
solar technology. Below is an example of diurnal and seasonal variation in wind power
production in eastern Arizona, USA, with data obtained by the Wind Integration National
Dataset (WIND) Toolkit.

Figure 2. Example average daily wind resource for eastern Arizona in four different months

In contrast to the solar profile discussed earlier, there is a lot more variability in all the cases with
a slight trend toward lower production in the middle of the day and higher production at night as
well as higher overall production in the winter compared to the summer. However, these profiles
are examples only and can vary from day to day and year to year. For access to wind energy
resource data in the United States, see the WIND Toolkit at https://www.nrel.gov/grid/wind-

The sea breeze effect is caused by differential heating of air over land and sea which causes a relatively predictable
pattern to the wind resource depending on the time of the day.

1
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toolkit.html (Draxl et al. 2015), and globally see the Global Wind Atlas at
https://globalwindatlas.info.
•

Hydropower. Availability of hydropower resources is very site-dependent, based on
availability of water basins and potential for dams or different forms of running water
(e.g., rivers). Although the availability is very local, the predictability and controllability
of the resource is much better than for wind or solar. There is seasonal dependence of
hydropower resources based on factors like rainfall or snowmelt, such that the seasonal
capacity of the resource varies, but the day-to-day availability of that resource for
matching energy production needs is predictable and controllable. An assessment of the
hydropower resources (rivers and oceans) can be found here:
https://www.nrel.gov/gis/maps-marine.html.

Figure 3. Hydropower in the United States (Samu 2018)

•

Geothermal. Like hydropower, the short-term variability and controllability of the
resource is low, though there are diurnal trends that can fluctuate more. Seasonally, there
are changes in the capacity available from geothermal resources, but they are generally
8
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predictable and controllable. The major limitation to geothermal resources, like
hydropower, are the limited availability of sites with significant natural resources.
Engineered or enhanced geothermal technologies may offer ability to allow more
widespread application of geothermal technology, but these are still in the lower stages of
technology readiness. Geothermal resources across the United States are focused in the
Mountain West, as shown in Figure 4. The underlying data for this figure is described in
detail (Getman et al. 2015).

Figure 4. Geothermal annual average resource availability across the United States (“Geothermal
Prospector,” Geospatial Data Science NREL)

When considering the potential of hybrid power plants, a key element is the complementarity of
the different resources at a given location. Figures 4 and 5 show the annual average resource
availability of solar irradiance and wind speed across the United States. As shown, there are
regions, such as in the southern portion of the United States, where solar irradiance is strong and
wind speeds may be lower (for land-based applications in particular), whereas in the interior of
the country, there are strong wind speeds and lower solar irradiance (especially in the northern
area of the United States). However, there are regions, around west Texas, for example, where
solar and wind energy resources are both strong.
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Figure 5. Solar annual average resource availability across the United States

Figure 6. Wind annual average resource availability across the United States
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It is also important to note that the resource for wind energy has a strong dependence on the height
of the wind turbine above the ground, caused by “wind shear,” where the wind resource tends to
increase with height, according to:
𝑧𝑧 𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
(1)
𝑣𝑣 = 𝑣𝑣0 ∗ � �
𝑧𝑧0
where v, is the velocity at the turbine hub height, z, is the hub height and, 𝑧𝑧0 , is a reference height
(see Manwell et al. 2009 for a discussion). The velocity from the reference height, 𝑣𝑣0 , scales to
the hub height according to the shear exponent, which is site dependent. Studies have shown that
there is a large shear exponent and significant potential for increased wind energy production at
higher hub heights (as shown in Figures 6 and 7). As the resource potential increases with height,
there is a greater portion of the country with both strong solar and wind energy resources that can
be closely located or even co-located.

Figure 7. Changes in capacity factor at higher hub heights across the United States. Source: Lantz
et al. (2018)
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Figure 8. Changes in capacity factor at higher hub heights across the United States. Source: Lantz
et al. (2018)

For geothermal and hydropower, there are again complementarities that already have been
exploited in bulk system operation, such as the pairing of solar and geothermal assets in the
Southwest and California (Turchi et al. 2014) and pairing of wind and hydropower in northern
California and the Pacific Northwest (MWH 2009; Huertas-Hernando et al. 2017).
However, to really understand the potential complementarity of different renewable assets, it is
important to look at their correlation at different timescales. Regardless of the overall annual
resource availability, wind, solar, and other renewable resources may have different levels of
correlation. Thus, combining these resources into a hybrid power plant at a specific locale may
have favorable impacts on the predictability and controllability of the energy supply. In some
regions of the world, for example, wind and solar resources are anti- or inversely correlated, so
that the combined production is more predictable and controllable. Referring to the examples
shown for Phoenix, Arizona, in Figures 1 and 2, there is a trend of inverse-diurnal correlation of
the wind and solar profiles, with solar higher in the day and wind higher at night. Similarly, there
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is a seasonal inverse correlation with higher wind energy in the winter and higher solar energy in
the summer. However, this is not always the case; there may also be profiles where there is
strong correlation of the two resources so that they do not provide a benefit of complementarity
and smoothing of variability. One example of resources that do not have a strong inverse
correlation is observed in a Northern California location in Figure 9 over the month of October.
Although the wind does not strongly vary throughout the day, it peaks at approximately the same
time as the solar generation.

Figure 9. Northern California solar and wind October monthly profile, sourced from NSRDB and
Wind Toolkit data sets

To understand the large-scale potential of hybrid power plants across the United States, more
research is needed to understand the potential for different resources (wind, solar, hydropower,
geothermal) to complement each other, decreasing overall variability of the joint potential energy
resource, and, as a result, increasing the predictability and controllability of the joint assets.
The joint probability distributions of different renewable resources at different geospatial
and temporal scales (including autocorrelation within and across resources) is key to
understanding the potential for hybrid power plants at a single location (if co-located) or
virtually connected (if physically separated).
The joint probability distribution of the resources, wind and solar for example, is important to
understand at a given site. In addition to annual correlation, the temporal correlation (including
autocorrelation across assets) will be important to model in order to support sizing, design, and
operation and control of hybrid power plants that include these combined assets. There are
several ways to model multiple resources at a site, and these will be discussed in more detail in
the next subsection.
2.1.2 Market Opportunities
Combining technologies that leverage the complementarity of the different resources may lower
the overall power plant cost of energy or increase the value of that energy to the electricity
system. The potential of a hybrid power plant, however, depends not only on the resources and
13
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costs, but also on the market context, including several factors such as: (1) generation mix and
transmission infrastructure of the system, (2) demand profile in the system at various timescales,
(3) market structure that determines what types of revenue streams are available to which types
of assets. Here, we will focus on the market structure. When designing electricity markets today,
there are four major components (each of which may be managed differently by different
jurisdictions, utilities, and system operators) relating to generation as well as transmission; the
three affecting generation assets are briefly described as follows:
•

Capacity markets. Based on the correlation of availability of capacity with demand in a
specific market, power plants will receive capacity payments. Through capacity markets,
operators ensure that there will always be adequate capacity, given expected demand over
the course of the year. Traditionally, renewables have either not been able to participate
in these markets or can only claim a very small capacity credit (percentage of their rated
capacity eligible for capacity payment), caused by the inherent variability and uncertainty
of the resource (Midcontinent Independent System Operator [MISO] 2015). In addition,
as more variable resources like wind energy assume a larger market share of a given
system, the capacity payments to new wind plants decrease, because of the lack of
correlation of the wind resource and the demand profile (MISO 2015; Fang et al. 2018a).
Coupling renewables with storage increases the system’s ability to monetize this value
stream (Denholm et al. 2017).

•

Energy markets (day ahead and real time). Traditionally, the dominant source of
revenue for power plants has come from providing energy (kilowatt-hours) to the
electricity grid. In some regions, renewable energy power plants participate directly in
energy markets and receive time-varying revenues based on the electricity price
fluctuations over time. In many cases, especially looking at historical developments,
renewable power plants are provided fixed payments for every kilowatt-hour produced,
through power purchase agreements in the United States or feed-in tariffs in Europe.
(Ahlstrom et al. 2015).

•

Ancillary service markets. These markets pay generators for providing services to
ensure grid reliability and stability in the short term. In some regions, these types of
services may be required through grid codes rather than awarded as an additional revenue
opportunity. There are very few regions where renewable energy resources can actively
participate in some ancillary services markets; however, there is increased interest in
providing these services (Milligan et al. 2015; Ahlstrom et al. 2015; Kroposki et al. 2017;
Fang et al. 2018b; Denholm, Sun, and Mai 2019).

Looking toward the future of the electricity system, there is a consensus within the grid
integration community that will likely be a shift in market structures as more variable and
uncertain energy sources (such as wind and solar PV) are integrated in the electricity system
(Ahlstrom et al. 2015; Helistö et al. 2017; Hirth 2013; Holttinen et al. 2016; Seel et al. 2018;
Dykes et al. 2019). In general, as the need increases to ensure sufficient capacity and ancillary
services at all times, the market structures may shift toward increasing revenue from capacity
and services markets and reduced revenues from energy markets (as indicated in Figure 10).
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Figure 10. The morphing electricity market system. Source: NREL, based on Ahlstrom et al. (2015)

Some markets, many of which have high wind and/or solar PV concentrations, are already
shifting toward models such as that of PJM, where the relative shares of revenue for energy sales
have been declining and a larger share has been made up of capacity payments (PJM
Interconnection 2017). In places like Ireland and South Australia, where the systems are
relatively isolated and less well connected to other balancing areas, regulators and system
operators have found that adapting markets, including shorter time intervals for dispatch,
encouraging renewables to participate in ancillary markets to support more renewables on the
system (Bloom et al. 2017). As markets evolve, the economic potential of hybrid power plants
will change. A grid system with very small shares of variable renewable energy and a significant
amount of gas or hydropower resources, where the energy markets dominate, would indicate that
hybrid power plants will only benefit in terms of economies of scope that can be made through
integration of some infrastructure and operational assets. On the other hand, a market that has
very high shares of renewable energy, where capacity and service markets are significant, may
mean that the profitability of a hybrid power plant may be better than individual technology
plants or even individual technology plants with storage.
For evaluation of hybrid power plants, the market context, in terms of what other
generation assets are present and what revenue streams are available (and their expected
value over the plant lifetime), is critical to assessing the relative performance of the relative
sizing of technology assets in the plant and its overall physical design.
For tractable analysis, a reduced number of market contexts (or archetypes) is helpful. These
should include representations both for current market archetypes as well as future market
archetypes. Based on review of market trends and current conditions, the set in Table 1 are
recommended for further exploration.
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Table 1. Market Archetypes for Consideration in Hybrid Power Plant Design
Defined Market
Archetypes

Fixed-energy
payment
Energy-market
dominant

Capacity- and
servicedominant

Share of
Variable
Renewables in
Generation
Mix*
Low (<10%)

Energy Market
Revenue

Capacity Market
Revenue

Services
Market
Revenue

Objective
Function

Fixed per unit

Negligible

Negligible

LCOE

Moderate
(~10%−25%)

Time-varying

Low to negligible

Low to
negligible

High (25% or
more)

Time-varying
but low

Moderate to high

Moderate

Net present
value ([NPV]
(or other
profitability
metric)
NPV or
capacity value

*Here we assume that we are looking at a broad system with relatively small interconnection capacity to other balancing
areas

A more detailed description of these scenarios is as follows:
•

Fixed-rate energy payment. This market serves as a baseline for investigation and
aligns with historical market scenarios where the share of renewable generation in the
system is relatively low. In this case, renewable power plants are paid a fixed rate for
each unit of energy produced, regardless of time. Capacity and service revenues are low
or negligible. In this context, the objective is to minimize the cost of energy produced by
the power plant, (similar to current practice for wind and solar PV power plant design).

•

Energy-market dominant. This market is similar to many markets today, where shares
of renewable generation are reaching higher levels than ever before (up to 25% or more
in several markets [Wiser and Bolinger 2018]). In these markets, renewable power plants
typically participate in time-varying energy markets and may receive some payments for
capacity value and ancillary services as well, though still much lower than for energy
revenues. There may be additional penalties if energy produced does not meet forecasted
expectations. As a result, the predictability and controllability of the energy supply is
important. In this case, there is a more complex objective needed around maximizing the
energy revenues for the plant, while still minimizing the overall cost (in other words, the
objective is to maximize the plant profitability given the expected revenues and costs
over its lifetime, for instance, using net present value [NPV]). In this type of market, the
make-up of the rest of the generation mix is important to understanding what types of
trends may affect the energy pricing over time—for example, the share of overall
renewables in the generation mix.

•

Capacity- and service-dominant. This is representative of future energy systems with
high shares of renewable generation, such that energy is abundant and low-cost
(Ahlstrom et al. 2015). In this market context, the profitability of the plant depends
primarily on its ability to maximize the capacity value it provides to the electricity system
and to provide ancillary services on demand. The objective function here would be NPV
or a similar profitability metric as well. However, the optimization problem could be
simplified by focusing on the main revenue streams from capacity and service markets
16
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and could be reduced to the capacity value itself or include ancillary service provisions as
well.
The optimal design of the plant will depend heavily on the applied market context. In all cases,
we assume the perspective of the individual owner-operator of the hybrid power plant, who is a
price taker (i.e., a small generator in a much larger system [Sioshansi et al. 2014]). This aligns
with the view of the developer/owner/operator stakeholder who is looking at the economic
viability and profitability of a prospective project. This also helps simplify the optimization
problem, since it avoids the endogenous effect of the plant operation on the potential revenues it
receives.
Another key aspect of the market structure is what incentives may be available to different types
of technologies. Combining assets into hybrid power plants complicates the matter, since most
incentive structures are tied to a single technology power plant configuration. Incentives
generally come in forms that are tied to upfront investment or energy produced over time. With
the former, various forms of investment tax credits (ITCs), rebates, grants, and loan programs
have been used for adoption and deployment of renewable energy across the world. For the
latter, production tax credits (PTCs), renewable energy credits or certificates, and feed-in-tariffs
have seen widespread usage to support renewable energy adoption globally. Incentives vary with
jurisdiction at state/province and national levels. Two current federal incentives are the solar ITC
and wind PTC, which are both scheduled to phase out or substantially reduce over time. Statelevel policies and renewable portfolio standards also have a strong impact on market viability.
Understanding the available incentives is crucial toward evaluating technology options at a given
location. It is also important to consider how hybrid systems can affect incentive structures. For
instance, PV plus storage systems may fully monetize the federal ITC for solar, provided the
batteries are fully charged from electricity produced by solar; however, storage is eligible for a
lower incentive if charged from the grid (Elgqvist et al. 2018).
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3 Hybrid Power Plant Technology Selection

For the purposes of this section, we focus on high-level representation of a hybrid power plant in
the bulk sizing (in terms of capacity) of the various technology assets in the plant. Much of the
work to date looking at the design of hybrid power plants has focused on sizing of the
technology, so it is a natural place to start. In addition, this helps simplify the overall context and
discussion around the impact of different meta-characteristics of the technology, renewable
resources, and the market conditions in which hybrid power plants might operate. This section
looks at what types of technologies to select for a given hybrid power plant design, and next at
what combination in terms of sizing the capacity of those technologies. Section 4, then,
addresses the physical design of the plant in terms of the overall layout of the different
technology assets and their interconnection locally and to the larger electric grid system.
Historically, there have been several successfully combined generation and storage power plants
that have been deployed globally to support more reliable and resilient electricity supply for a
range of applications. In fact, the first wind electric generation systems were almost all hybrids,
typically with a connection to batteries to help provide electricity, even when the wind did not
blow (Dykes 2016). There was even an early application of using wind power to produce
hydrogen through the pioneering work of early Danish wind turbine inventor Poul la Cour
(Dykes 2016). Throughout the first half of the 20th century, hundreds of thousands of “wind
dynamos” with coupled storage batteries were deployed globally to help provide electricity to
rural parts of the United States, Europe, and globally (Dykes 2016). However, with the
expansion of the electric grid system across the world, the interest in such systems waned as
more and more residences, farms, commercial enterprises, and industrial locations were able to
access low-cost and reliable electricity from the centralized utilities. After the oil crisis in the
1970s, there was a significant return of interest in renewable energy, including wind, solar,
geothermal, biomass, and more; now for utility-scale applications as well as for off-grid
applications.
During the last several decades, a proliferation of combined storage and generation plants for
weak-, micro-, or off-grid applications has been developed in distributed, behind-the-meter,
electricity-generation applications. Solar and battery storage systems for residential and
commercial applications have been widespread since the 1970s (Whittingham 2012; Chen et al.
2009). Another common system for remote and islanded applications has been wind-diesel
hybrid power systems (Baring-Gould and Dabo 2009; Baring-Gould et al. 2003). Diesel
generation, historically and currently, plays an important role as a back-up electricity generation
source for many locations when there are problems with the larger electric grid systems, and is
important for supporting resiliency of electricity generation for a variety of end users, including
military bases, hospitals, and more. Both solar-battery and wind-diesel applications historically
focused on end-user applications.
In contrast, pumped hydro storage coupled with electricity generation has demonstrated value at
multiple system levels over a period of several decades. The basic technology for pumped hydro
systems has existed for over a century, with the first demonstrations taking place in the early part
of the 20th century in Switzerland as well as the United States, consisting of largely separate
systems for generation and for pumping (MWH 2009). Key technologies for modern pumped
hydro power plants were developed in the second half of the 20th century and introduced into
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commercial projects from the 1980s onward (MWH 2009). Newer pumped hydro storage
systems are able to provide storage for shifting energy production over time, but also can provide
a variety of services to support the grid, such as load following, frequency regulation, voltage
control, and spinning reserves (see MWH 2009 and Krad, Ela, and Koritarov 2014 for a detailed
overview of pumped hydro technology capabilities). However, even with such capabilities,
existing pumped hydro systems may be underutilized because of market designs that hinder
optimal exploitation of pumped hydro in operational markets for commitment and dispatch (Ela
et al. 2013b; Stark 2018).
Pumped hydro systems have been applied to a range of system types, including: (1) off-grid and
distributed electricity generation (Pali and Vadhera 2018), (2) smaller or islanded grid systems
(Norconsult 2013; Coburn et al. 2014), or even (3) very large utility-scale systems (MWH 2009;
Huertas-Hernando et al. 2017). The objectives of pumped hydro differ, depending on the type of
system of interest. For distributed or even off-grid electricity generation applications, storage
serves a key role of providing robustness to fluctuations in variable generation from solar and
wind energy to provide a dependable supply of electricity to the end user. In these cases, the enduser customer for the electricity is the primary stakeholder for the system design, and the overall
capacity of such systems is relatively small (less than 100 MW but often closer to just a few
megawatts or even kilowatts in scale). Pali and Vadhera (2018) provide an example of one type
of small-scale system for a rural electrification application, where the wind turbine is used to
drive a hydro pump system to feed a reservoir that then provides electricity generation more or
less on-demand. For off-grid applications, customers are typically looking to supply their full
electricity needs at the lowest system cost, while for grid-connected applications, the customers
are looking to either increase their resilience to outages, reduce their electricity costs, meet
renewable electricity usage or emissions targets, or some combination of all of these (Simpkins
et al. 2014). Several research studies have looked at the sizing of these systems in order to
choose the appropriate generation mix and associated rated capacity of each generation
technology to optimize one or more of the above-mentioned objectives (see, for example, studies
using the Renewable Energy Integration and Optimization [REopt™] model that will be
discussed shortly).
For small- to large-scale electricity systems, pumped hydro technology may be valuable again
for addressing variability and uncertainty in the generation from wind and solar. In these cases,
the size of the pumped hydro systems is typically much smaller than the overall capacity of the
system and is used to support short-term operational flexibility and services (Huertas-Hernando
et al. 2017). However, depending on the overall sizing of the systems, they can even supply
seasonal energy storage capacity, which is a particularly challenging feature of many systems
with high wind energy shares, where the capacity factor for that wind energy varies significantly
over the course of the year (Huertas-Hernando et al. 2017). In most of these cases, the pumped
hydro systems are decoupled from the variable generation resources and are either stand-alone or
coupled with a larger hydroelectric power plant. Coburn et al. (2017) investigated the
opportunities for co-located wind and pumped hydro energy storage systems in Ireland but found
limited potential because either of mismatch of the resource potential or various nontechnical
obstacles to their development. However, evaluation of pumped hydro across a broad set
geographic regions and markets is still an open area of research.
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Beyond solar and wind with storage, including batteries or pumped hydro, there has been a
growing interest in fully hybrid power plant projects that include more than one electricity
generation source in a single plant. In addition to wind-diesel systems for distributed electricity
generation, these include wind and solar (either PV or CSP), solar CSP and PV, geothermal and
CSP, and more. For these systems, sizing all the plant’s technology assets is key to meeting their
design objectives and is an active area of research.

3.1 Research and Software Tools for Hybrid Power Plant Screening

A number of studies have looked at hybrid power plant sizing, including a variety of
configurations like the one described earlier, and even applications beyond electricity generation
such as “Power-to-X” applications that produce various forms of fuel like hydrogen, ammonia,
and so on (Eichman and Flores-Espino 2016). Many of these applications focus on distributed
generation and “behind-the-meter” applications, versus commercial- and utility-scale generation,
which is the focus of this report. Still, there are many parallels between the prior efforts and the
topic of utility-scale hybrid power plant sizing and design. Here we will highlight several
comprehensive efforts in this space.
The REopt model developed at NREL has been used for a variety of studies on hybrid power
plant sizing. It solves the optimal mix of technologies, their size, and operational profile to
minimize lifecycle cost of energy typically for distributed, behind-the-meter systems (Cutler et
al. 2017). The technologies considered in REopt include: solar PV of various
scales/configurations, energy storage (electrical and thermal), wind power (small, medium, and
large turbines), solar water heating, solar ventilation air preheating, ground source heat pump,
biomass (thermal, combined heat and power [CHP], electric) waste to energy, (thermal, CHP,
electric), landfill gas (thermal, CHP, electric), diesel/natural gas generators and combustion
turbines, dispatchable loads/energy conservation measures, and, of course, the utility grid itself
(Cutler et al. 2017). The model has also been extended to look at nuclear-renewable hybrid
energy systems that leverage the thermal energy and/or electricity from the nuclear power plant,
integrated with electricity produced by the renewable asset to provide electricity generation as
well as, potentially, storage or other outputs (fuel production including hydrogen, desalination,
and more [Ruth et al. 2016, 2017]).
The goal of the REopt model is to find the combination of technologies and dispatch strategy that
minimizes lifecycle cost of energy to the site. Depending on the stakeholder, a variety of
additional constraints for the overall system design can be added including increasing resilience
(ability to sustain critical load using on-site resources during outages of the larger utility system),
meeting renewable energy targets, or reducing emissions (Cutler et al. 2017). In all cases, REopt
looks at slices of data (typically, one year of hourly data) for different potential revenue streams
including capacity, energy, and grid services (including policy incentives associated with each)
that are then balanced against the costs of the different technologies. The representation of
technology performance is accomplished with pre-generated production profiles that are scaled
up or down as part of the solution of an optimization problem. The mathematical optimization
approach, using a mixed-integer linear programming algorithm, is powerful for screening sites
for potential but is not well suited for detailed physical design of the integrated plants. For a
more detailed discussion of REopt’s capabilities and optimization algorithm, see Cutler et al.
2017. A diagram of the main REopt architecture components is provided below.
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Figure 11. REopt energy planning platform key inputs and outputs. Source: NREL

Two additional tools that have been used for screening and sizing of hybrid power plants include
the Hybrid Optimization Model for Electric Renewables (HOMER®) and Distributed Energy
Resources Customer Adoption Model (DER-CAM). HOMER (HOMER Products 2017) was
originally developed at NREL and now developed commercially, is designed to optimize
microgrids and distributed energy resources (Sinha et al. 2014). The tool has many capabilities
including performing prefeasibility, optimization, and sensitivity analysis for different system
configurations. The model takes inputs around the electric load, available resources, system
constraints and control, and outputs the optimal sizing, cost, and other system metrics. DERCAM is a model developed by the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory to find optimal
distributed energy resource investments for buildings or microgrids. The model is formulated as
a mixed-integer linear program, determining the optimal technology portfolio, placement, and
dispatch. Recent updates have expanded the model to use multinode modeling techniques
(Mashayekh et al. 2017), and the model has been used to perform analysis of optimal battery
storage operation for PV systems with tariff incentives (Hassan and Cipcigan 2017).
In terms of applications, there have been several one-off studies looking at optimal sizing of
geothermal and CSP, solar PV, and CSP, and several looking at wind and solar PV together. For
geothermal and CSP, Turchi et al. (2014) investigated the ability to create synergies between the
thermal energy produced from both resources in a hybrid power plant. Because solar CSP
produces thermal power then used by a turbine, it is similar in many ways to other thermal
energy sources such as geothermal, nuclear, and fossil-fuel-based electricity generation facilities.
Combined geothermal and CSP were shown to provide more power during hot afternoons, which
would generally correspond to periods of higher electricity demand (Turchi et al. 2014). Areas
where resource potential for solar PV are high can be (but are not always) places where solar
CSP would have good performance and thus present an opportunity for synergy, as CSP
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technology has the ability to time-shift production through short-term storage of the thermal
energy produced (with high efficiency).
Finally, several studies have begun to investigate the opportunities for combined solar PV and
wind energy into hybrid power plants (Nema et al. 2009; Testa et al. 2010; Badwawi, Abusara,
and Mallick 2016). Nema et al. (2009) and Badwawi, Abusara, and Mallick (2016) provide indepth reviews of the state of the art in hybrid wind and solar PV energy system analysis,
including sizing applications. The efforts largely focused on distributed or off-grid generation
applications and the relative capacity sizing for wind, solar PV, and battery storage with
relatively simple representations of the different technology elements, similar to those done in
REopt and HOMER. More recently, there has been some interest in utility-scale hybrid wind and
solar PV power plants and their optimal sizing. Given the large number of existing wind power
plant facilities in the United States, De Azevedo and Mohammed (2015) investigated the
potential for retrofitting existing facilities with the addition of solar PV because costs for solar
PV have continued to fall substantially. An important aspect of the study was considering the
tower shadow from the turbines and the impact to the solar resource potential of the co-located
assets. The work also considered wake losses from the wind turbine interactions with the flow,
such that the research could be classified not just as a sizing optimization but as a physical
design optimization as well. The latter topic will be discussed in more detail in Section 4.
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4 Hybrid Power Plants’ Physical Design and
Optimization

First, we review the state of the art for both solar and wind power plant design, each of which
has a substantial associated body of literature and commercial application. Then, we explore the
needs for hybrid power plants that combine solar, wind, and storage technologies. Finally, we
discuss the opportunity for expanding the set of potential hybrid power plants to include
geothermal, hydropower, and concentrated solar power technologies.

4.1 State of the Art in Wind Power Plant Design

Design optimization for wind power plants is a subject with an extensive and immense presence
in academic literature as well as a proliferation of targeted open-source and commercial software
packages. For a detailed review of the state-of-the-art in wind power plant optimization, see
Systems Engineering and Optimization of Wind Turbines and Power Plants by Ning, Dykes, and
Quick (2019). Here, we provide a high-level overview of wind power plant design optimization
including key decisions, models, and an example application.
Wind power plants are large-scale, complex, and technical systems involving many subsystems,
science and engineering disciplines, and stakeholders, as shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Wind energy as a large-scale complex technical system. Illustration by Al Hicks, NREL

As wind energy moves from very large-scale global and regional weather phenomena, down into
and through the wind power plant, it interacts with each turbine to create wakes and low-energy
and higher turbulent bodies of flow, as well as potentially complex terrain and other site-specific
topographic elements. The physics within and across each of these geospatial scales, as well as
the physics of the turbine response over time, involve a large amount of complexity and
uncertainty, which pose major research challenges to the scientific community (Dykes et al.
2019). Despite the complexity and uncertainty of the physics, there is still a need to try to design
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wind power plants to be as profitable as possible, to yield the largest quantity of energy possible
at the lowest possible cost over the lifetime of the plant.
Historically, wind power plant designers have used a LCOE metric as a global objective for plant
design. This metric includes all the upfront capital expenditures (CapEx) of the plant adjusted for
a fixed charge rate (F), the expected annual operational expenditures (OpEx) over the plant
lifetime, and the expected annual energy production (AEP) delivered to the grid (see Dykes et al.
2017 Appendices B and C for more detail):
𝐹𝐹 ∗ 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 + 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 =
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

(2)

Although the LCOE metric obfuscates details of the financing impacts, it is necessary to create
an objective function that can be tractably computed within an optimization design loop. In
practice, however, power plant designers and developers perform detailed financial modeling of
the plant and may adjust the design to a degree based on the results of those modeling efforts.
For the purposes of this paper, we will focus on the simplification of the global objective of
LCOE for optimization.
To estimate the LCOE for a given wind power plant design, designers use software packages that
contain a combination of several models together that represent different subsystems of the plant,
each itself represented by one or more science and engineering disciplines, as well as cost
models. The primary subsystems considered for the plant design include energy production,
balance of system (BOS; including plant infrastructure and installation), and operations and
maintenance. In practice, the community still lacks detailed and accurate models for how plant
design affects the latter subsystem, operations, and maintenance because of the very high
uncertainty around the reliability of the turbine and BOS equipment components over the
lifetime of the plant. Thus, most wind plant design efforts (both in academia and in practice)
focus on trade-offs between the BOS costs (affecting capital expenditures) and energy
production. Each of these subsystems involve several components and associated disciplines.
4.1.1 Energy Production
For wind energy, a “wind rose” is often used to describe the joint probability distribution of wind
direction and wind speed frequencies (see Figure 13 for an example of a wind rose). Wind roses
can vary quite a bit from site to site and determine the overall orientation of the site in terms of
primary directions and spacing between turbines.
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Figure 13. Wind rose for the eastern Arizona data set described earlier illustrating the distribution
or frequency of wind speeds for each wind direction for a wind project set normalized over the
course of a year. This wind rose illustrates that the wind resource is predominantly from the
southwest. Wind speeds are in meters per second.

Each direction of inflow has a vector of frequencies for wind speeds, the integration of which
(overall all speeds and directions) sums to 1. To the distribution of speed and direction,
additional site-specific meteorological characteristics can be added, such as the turbulence
intensity (defined as the standard deviation over the mean of the wind speed) and wind shear or
other properties. These wind roses typically represent long-term trends for the site averaged over
many years of historical data and projections, but they may be further resolved into seasonal,
monthly, or even diurnal wind roses (or at least wind speed distributions) to address the variation
of the resource over those timescales. However, the interdependencies of the resource with time
(the autocorrelation) at different timescales is typically not explicitly modeled.
Estimating energy production for a given plant layout includes models of the plant inflow (the
wind resource: see prior discussion in Section 2), propagation of the flow through the plant, the
response of the turbines to the flow and creation of wakes, and combinations of the background
flow with the wakes produced by different turbines as they propagate through the full plant. The
wind rose, or wind resource grid, with varying wind roses throughout a site, is used as high-level
input to the optimization, each of which is generated by an upstream modeling chain combining
data with engineering or potentially mesoscale models. Linearized flow and wake models are
used most often in plant design, because they are computationally efficient and have been refined
over time through calibration with field data and higher-fidelity model data to reliably estimate
energy production for a wide range of types of sites. An example of a collection of wake models
and overall wind power plant energy production is NREL’s Wind-Plant Integrated System
Design and Engineering Model (WISDEM®) and FLOw Redirection and Induction in Steady
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State (FLORIS) model toolsets (shown in Figure 14), which have been applied to wind power
plant layout as well as control strategy optimization (Fleming et al. 2015; Gebraad et al. 2016).
Where these models struggle is in capturing nonlinear flow effects that can be introduced by
local topography and complex terrain, wake merging, offshore conditions with deep-array wake
effects, interplant wake effects, and more.

Figure 14. Example output of FLORIS, a wind farm model that computes the velocity at each
turbine in a wind farm and can be used to estimate power production in a wind farm. This model
executes in fractions of a second.

4.1.2 Balance of System
The design of the BOS includes the turbine foundations and infrastructure for roads; the
electrical collection system, substation, and interconnection; as well as the erection of the
turbines themselves (including crane costs). Many of these elements are not considered in detail
in the plant design optimization process. One of the most common elements to include is the
layout of the road and electrical collection system infrastructure costs (often co-located) that are
strongly dependent on the turbine placement. The substation(s) may also be included as well.
Another more common element to include in the optimization process is the foundation. This is
particularly important for offshore applications where the support structure costs are much more
significant than for land-based power plants.
The electrical infrastructure, particularly the collection system, is important when thinking about
hybrid power plant design, as there is potential opportunity for integrated design of this
infrastructure with the other generation as well as storage elements of the power plant. There are
a small number of basic topologies for the electrical collection system of wind power plants that
include: (1) radial or daisy chain (turbines connected in series), (2) ring (turbines connected in
series but with a redundant interconnect to the substation), or (3) star (turbines connected in
parallel with a common point of interconnection to the substation [Lumbreras and Ramos 2013;
Katsouris 2015]). The combination of radial and star topologies into a branched topology (with a
main trunk and various branches) has become the dominant topology for most wind power plant
electrical system designs, both land-based and offshore (Lumbreras and Ramos 2013; Katsouris
2015). See examples diagrams of these topologies in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. Standard topologies for electrical infrastructure design including radial (or daisy-chain)
(top-left), double-sided ring (top-right), star (bottom-left), and branched (bottom-right).
Source: Katsouris (2015)

There are benefits to each topology and, depending on the actual layout of the wind power plant,
one may use more, or less, cable length, materials, and cost than another. Often, the optimization
of the electrical layout infrastructure is a suboptimization within the larger wind power plant
design optimization process (Sanchez Perez-Moreno et al. 2017).
Models to consider for integrated wind plant design include models for flow and wakes, the
electrical system performance and cost, other infrastructure costs, and civil engineering of the
foundation and associated costs. Limiting the design to just this set of models already introduces
many potential design variables for consideration (see Dykes et al. [2019] for a more detailed
review). The most common design variables include:
•

Turbine layout. The position of each turbine in the plant (either on a gridded,
semiregular, or irregular layout formation) is the most common design variable for wind
power plant design. If gridded, then the spacing between turbines and their orientation is
most often used. If semiregular, or irregular, the latitude and longitude of each turbine are
typically used. The positions are then often constrained by a plant perimeter that may be
convex or may also have exclusion zones based on land leases or topographic elements.

•

Turbine number. In many commercial wind power plant optimization software
packages, the number of turbines in the plant is not set a priori and is included as a design
variable. This introduces a discrete variable, and it is not surprising, then, that most such
software packages use gradient-free/meta-heuristic optimization methods that take longer
to converge but can handle discontinuities in the design space.

•

Topology and sizing of the electrical collection system. Although most wind power
plant design models do not address detailed modeling of the electrical system, they will
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often include a suboptimization step to optimize the topology of the electrical collection
system and the sizing of various cables. Often, shortest-path algorithms are used to
support these optimizations.
•

Foundation sizing. Even for the same turbine, the location of the turbine in the plant will
affect the loads on the foundation and their design. For land-based wind power plants,
local topography and waking from other turbines will affect the loads and sizing. For
offshore wind power plants, the depth of the water to the seabed as well as waking from
other turbines will affect the loads and sizing. The significant cost of offshore
foundations has led to several studies, thereby bringing preliminary design of the
foundation into the overall plant design process.

•

Types of turbines. A newer area of research has explored using different types of
turbines in the same plant with varied hub heights, rotor diameters, and rated powers.
Introducing the ability to change the turbine type itself introduces significant
computational cost, and the studies in this space have either used a fixed number of
predefined turbine designs or surrogate models based on preoptimized turbine designs for
a variety of environmental and operating conditions.

•

Turbine control strategy. Another novel area of research has focused on wind plant
controls that allow the turbines to adjust yaw, pitch, or commanded torque to affect the
wakes they produce to increase overall plant energy production or decrease loads and
improve turbine component reliability. By using the control settings as part of the upfront
plant design, it may be possible to improve plant energy capture while simultaneously
reducing overall plant costs. In practice, however, these methods have not been
thoroughly validated and are just now being demonstrated at existing wind plants.

Given the number of potential design variables and models that may be addressed in wind power
plant design optimization, most research and commercial efforts reduce the design space by
focusing on a subset of design variables as well as the use of simplified models (especially early
in the design process). Models from different disciplines are connected into a workflow that may
be monolithic (all disciplines are solved simultaneously with a single optimizer driving the
workflow) or may include suboptimizations of certain disciplines or even more complex
architectures. The following workflow comes from an offshore wind power plant layout
optimization and includes the energy production models as well as suboptimizations for the
electrical cable layout design and the offshore support structure designs at each location of
interest (Sanchez Perez-Moreno et al. 2017).
Next, we will walk through an example wind power plant design case study with a fixed number
of turbines that considers trade-offs between energy production and electrical infrastructure
costs.

4.2 Example Wind Power Plant Design Case Study

For wind power plant design, the WISDEM model from NREL couples flow models such as
FLORIS with other system performance and cost models (such as BOS cost models) to enable
design optimization for LCOE or other system-level objectives (Dykes et al. 2011). WISDEM is
a toolset that allows users to flexibly couple models together, depending on the application of
interest, and is used both for detailed optimization of wind turbines and their components as well
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as for the design of full wind plants. WISDEM has been used for a broad range of wind power
plant optimization problems, including layout with wind plant controls, turbine platform
optimization for hub height, rotor diameter, and rated power along with layout, mixed-turbine,
and layout optimization with discrete turbine selection, wind plant control optimization under
uncertainty, and more (see Ning et al. [2019] for various examples). Figure 16 shows the
interaction of the different models in WISDEM.

Figure 16. WISDEM toolset for design of wind turbines and plants. Source: NREL

As a recent example of wind power plant design research, Fleming et al. (2015) is of interest for
hybrid power plants, because it focuses on integrating a wind plant control strategy into the
physical design of the plant. Wake steering was already mentioned as a strategy that has been
investigated for improving overall energy production from a wind power plant. By yawing
upstream turbines, wakes are steered away from downstream turbines, resulting in increased
overall energy production for the plant (Fleming et al. 2016). The primary reason for placing
turbines farther away from each other in a wind power plant is to reduce the wake losses that
decrease plant energy production. Therefore, by using wake steering strategies, it is possible to
get the same energy production with turbines spaced closer together as a wind farm without
wake steering where turbines are spaced farther apart. By moving turbines closer together, there
are additional benefits in terms of reducing the infrastructure costs of roads and electrical cables.
In Fleming et al. (2015), researchers investigated the optimization of the design of the Princess
Amalia offshore wind power plant in the Netherlands. Several cases were compared for energy
production and power density (project rating per square meter) with four of the key cases
including: (1) the baseline power plant, (2) the baseline power plant design with optimized yaw
settings for wake steering, (3) optimal layout of the power plant for maximum density while
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keeping the baseline energy production levels, and (4) combined optimization of the yaw settings
and the layout for maximizing power density. In addition, the lengths of electrical cables were
also estimated using a minimum spanning tree algorithm. The results are summarized in Table 2.
The resulting layout is shown in Figure 17 with a possible cable layout shown in the right figure.
Table 2. Results of Select Wind Power Plant Control and Layout Design Optimization Cases
(Source: Fleming et al. [2015])

Mean power (MW)
Area (km2)
Cable length (km)
Power density
(W/m2)

Baseline

Baseline Layout /
Yaw Optimized

78.86
14.53
32.74
5.43

84.91
14.53
32.74
5.84

Position Optimized
for Maximizing
Density
78.86
12.45
27.50
6.33

Position and Yaw
Optimized for
Maximizing Density
78.84
8.96
23.88
8.80

Figure 17. Original Princess Amalia plant boundary relative to the position and yaw-optimized
boundary as well as the overall cable length for the final optimized case. Source: Fleming et al.
(2015)

Through co-optimization of the plant controls and the layout positions, researchers were able to
increase the power density of the Princess Amalia wind power plant by over 60% while keeping
power production at the same levels as the baseline case. At the same time, the resulting overall
cable length decreased by nearly 40%. While the costs of the electrical cables were not modeled,
this would lead to significant reductions in the cost of energy, especially for an offshore power
plant location where electrical cables must reach the sea floor and be buried in the seabed at
depths often reaching 20 to 30 m or more.
Many other optimization studies for wind power plant design have looked at optimizing the
layout for energy production and infrastructure costs, site suitability of wind turbines, multiple
types of turbines in the same plant, and more (see Dykes et al. [2019] for a detailed review of the
state-of-the-art in wind power plant design optimization).

4.3 Gaps and Limitations in Wind Plant Optimization Models

Although the body of literature and industry activity around wind power plant optimization
continues to grow, there are still significant limitations and remaining research questions in the
field. First, because of the size of the system scope involved with wind power plant design
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optimization (involving the full LCOE perspective), the models used for each of the subsystems
as well as the disciplines within each subsystem tend to be of lower levels of fidelity:
•

Energy production. Current flow and wake models used in design optimization are
adequate for some applications (flat terrain such as in prairies and even, to an extent,
offshore), but they break down when there are significant nonlinearities in the flow that
may be caused by varying atmospheric stability conditions, complex terrain, or
interactions of the flow between turbines (Ning et al. 2019; Adcock and King 2018).

•

BOS. Electrical infrastructure models are again typically of low fidelity relative to the
dynamic behavior of a real operating wind power plant, and ongoing research is looking
at improved optimization techniques for a range of different collection system topologies
as well as location of substation, interconnection lines, and more (Ling-Ling et al. 2012;
Hou et al. 2019). In addition, cost models are typically derived from empirical data and
thus do not translate seamlessly to site-specific conditions where there may be complex
terrain, heterogeneous soil conditions, or new technologies for which models derived
from historical and empirical data are no longer valid (Eberle et al. 2019).

•

Operational expenditures. Design of wind power plants all but ignores downstream
impacts on operational expenditures. There have been a few studies that consider site
suitability in practice (e.g., Graf et al. 2016), and in commercial application developers
and turbine manufacturers include models to assess loads and site suitability in their
design process (Ning et al. 2020). However, detailed models of the load, reliability and
operations, and maintenance impacts of plant design decisions are not yet available. This
topic is closely linked to controls, since the optimization of control and operational
strategies over the lifetime of the plant can significantly impact lifetime operational
expenditures.

In addition, there is increasing interest in other system objectives that go beyond LCOE to
include metrics related to the capacity value and potential for ancillary service revenues. These
are nascent within the wind plant optimization research community and align well with interests
around hybrid power plant design optimization, where a broader set of revenue streams is key to
their economic viability.

4.4 State of the Art in Solar Power Plant Design

Designing and optimizing a PV plant is a process that entails considering several key design
decisions and evaluation of trade-offs. Before examining these factors, it is important to gain
context on the state of the United States PV industry, as of 2018. Figure 18 shows a breakdown
of installation by market segment and region, illustrating that utility-scale PV projects dominate
and, while California still dominates U.S. installations, other regions are seeing considerable
installation of PV (Feldman and Margolis 2019).
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Figure 18. Installation breakdown for solar PV plants

Figure 19 illustrates utility-scale trends that can further inform design decisions and plant
optimization. Projects with tracking systems dominate because of their ability to increase output
plant production, with fixed-tilt systems primarily being deployed in low-insolation areas.
Another trend is the increase of DC to AC ratio because of module price declines and a desire to
boost off-peak plant output.
Optimizing plant design has the primary goal of maximizing the value of the plant, typically by
maximizing the net-present value or internal rate-of-return, depending on the ownership
structure. For utility-scale plants operating under a power purchase agreement (PPA), the
traditional source of revenue for a plant is to sell electricity produced by the system at a
negotiated rate, which can be fixed or vary by time of day and season. Therefore, a full plant
optimization would account for the structure of the PPA and produce electricity at times when it
is most valuable within the limits of the system.
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Figure 19. Utility-scale solar trends. The inverter load ratio (ILR) is the ratio between the DC solar
array and the AC inverter.

The choice of tracking system and inverter load ratios are two factors to optimize in a PV
system. The tracking system is designed to optimize the array tilt and azimuth angles to
maximize power production, as shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20. Tracking systems and tilt and azimuth definition. Source: Gilman et al. (2018)

The ground coverage ratio is another important design variable that governs land area usage and
module self-shading, as illustrated in Figure 21.
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Figure 21. Ground coverage ratio. Source: Gilman et al. (2018)

Other design considerations include:
•

Module orientation (portrait versus landscape). The module orientation governs the
length of each row and the length of the side of an array, which affects the shadow cast
by the array into the next row.

•

Row layout (one-up versus two-up). The row layout also affects the length of the side
of an array. Rows with only one module will cast a smaller shadow, whereas rows with
two or more modules along the length will have larger shadows.

•

Bifacial versus monofacial modules. Monofacial modules are those that produce
electricity from solar insolation on the front side of the module. Bifacial modules are
configured to produce electricity from both the front side and rear side.

•

Inverter selection. Inverters are power electronics that convert DC electricity to AC
electricity. Each inverter is designed to accept inputs within a certain voltage and power
range; therefore, the inverter must be selected with the module string layout in mind. The
selection must also be made between different classes of inverters, such as string, central,
and microinverters, which offer different benefits and cost trade-offs.

•

Module string wiring. PV modules can be wired in series to boost string voltage and
added in parallel to boost total capacity. Strings must be designed to conform to the
inverter input.

These design variables play a key role in how the system operates, affecting:
•

Module shading. PV modules exposed to shading from external objects, including other
modules, will experience reduced power output that can vary linearly or nonlinearly as a
function of the shadow size, depending on the module type and internal wiring. In utilityscale PV installations, the primary cause of shading is caused by shading from adjacent
rows. The row spacing must be designed to simultaneously maximize usage of the land
area while minimizing losses from shading.

•

Module soiling. PV modules may gather a film caused by dust, pollution, or other
particulate matter. This causes reduced insolation and power output.

•

Snow coverage. When PV modules are covered in snow, they cannot produce electricity.

•

Inverter clipping:
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o AC power limitations. Inverters have restricted AC power capacity. Inputs above
the rated capacity are clipped.
o Maximum power point tracker voltage limitations. Inverters have a limited
voltage input range. If the voltage input falls below or goes above this range,
power loss will occur.
•

Module efficiency. The PV module converts irradiance into electricity at an efficiency
governed by the properties of the module. Higher efficiency modules can produce more
electricity within a fixed land area.

•

Inverter efficiency. The inverter converts DC electricity to AC electricity as a function
of input power and voltage. At low throughput power, the inverter efficiency is nonlinear
and drops precipitously.

Figure 22. Workflow to optimize PV system design

An example workflow to optimize the design variables is shown in Figure 22, where the general
procedure can be determined by:
•

Obtain initial sizing estimate based on typical system design assumptions, which are
based on land-area, budget constraints, and the desired module and inverter combination.

•

Optimize the DC/AC ratio, tilt, azimuth, ground-coverage ratio, and tracking system for
that system size by iterating through options, evaluating energy production and value.

•

Update the system size if changes to the design require modifying land-area, project
budget, or other constraints, and iterate as desired until the overall design converges on
an optimal solution.
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4.5 Example Solar Power Plant Design Case Study

To illustrate the process of solar power plant design, a powerful toolset is the NREL System
Advisor Model (SAM; Blair et al. 2018). SAM is powerful for detailed performance and
financial modeling of solar PV, concentrated solar power, and other technologies. It can be used
as a site prospecting and preliminary design tool for several technologies with particular
emphasis on detailed technical design of a solar power plant (as will be shown). Using timeseries weather data, system specification features including physical layout, and inputs for
system losses, SAM can predict the electricity production and costs over time as well as the
income from different revenue streams (energy, capacity, incentives) and use them to perform a
detailed financial analysis of the system performance for various high-level objectives including
LCOE, NPV, payback periods, and more. A general architecture of the SAM tool is shown in
Figure 23.

Figure 23. Basic architecture of SAM for preliminary design and site prospecting of renewable
electricity generation plants including solar PV, CSP, wind, and more. Source: NREL

SAM will be used to provide an example design of a 20-MW DC PV plant, where the goal is to
maximize the NPV in a PPA agreement for a single-owner system. For a given module and
inverter, trade-offs for the DC/AC ratio can be considered, as shown in Figure 24. The plot
illustrates relatively flat net present value as the DC/AC ratio increases, until a sharp drop occurs
above ratios of 1.2. A corresponding increase in inverter clipping is shown, resulting in the tradeoffs of increasing DC capacity without installing additional inverter capacity.
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Figure 24. DC/AC ratio optimization

Another key design consideration is the optimization of the tilt angle and whether to install a
tracking system. This decision can be made with a similar process, by first considering the
optimal tilt angle for a fixed-tilt system, as shown in Figure 25. The NPV is optimized for a
tilt of 32°. Comparing the optimal fixed tilt system to a one-axis tracked system is illustrated
in Table 3, which shows that for a cost of about $0.10/W, a one-axis tracker increases annual
energy production by 30% in this case. One additional consideration for tracked systems is the
addition of a mechanical component, which requires maintenance, and can be a deterrent for
some developers interested in the simplicity of a static system.

Figure 25. Tilt angle optimization
Table 3. Fixed-Tilt Versus One-Axis Tracked System

Another design decision is whether to replace monofacial PV modules with bifacial modules,
which can capture light on both the front and rear side, potentially boosting plant output with a
small additional cost for manufacturing (Stephens 2018; Tillman 2019). Table 4 illustrates an
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analysis considering the energy production of monofacial modules versus bifacial modules with
and without tracking systems, illustrating potential gains.
Table 4. Monofacial Versus Bifacial Modules

Installing bifacial modules adds more complexity to a project. In addition to optimizing frontside irradiance and energy production, shading of the rear side must be considered, which is
affected by multiple factors, including the ground clearance, ground coverage ratio, and
module mounting structure. Optimal mounting for bifacial modules is an active area of
research (Deline et al. 2017), particularly how to estimate rear shading losses caused by
mounting structures and the subsequent mismatch losses because of spatial nonuniformity.
Abstracting out these details, it is still possible to consider the ground clearance height and
ground coverage ratio, which maximize annual energy and bifacial gain, as shown in Figures
25 and 26.

Figure 26. Ground clearance height optimization
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Figure 27. Ground coverage optimization

Mounting bifacial modules higher above the ground result in gain caused by additional ground
reflection but must be balanced by the cost and complexity of increasing the mounting structures.
Spacing rows out by decreasing the ground-coverage ratio results in less row-to-row shading and
a higher bifacial gain but must be balanced by land cost and availability constraints.
Several key design variables have been examined in detail. Practically, there are more design
decisions to consider, including module and inverter selection based on cost, efficiency, and
compatibility. When optimizing one variable, it is also possible that previously optimized
variables need to be updated, leading to the goal of a fully integrated optimization that considers
all relevant variables and globally optimizes them. An example of doing this for azimuth,
DC/AC ratio, and tilt simultaneously is illustrated in Table 5.
Table 5. Multivariate Optimization
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4.6 Gaps and Limitations in Solar Plant Optimization Models

Presently, limitations in solar plant optimization are focused on new technologies for which
performance models are still emerging and undergoing validation. Bifacial PVs are an emerging
area of interest. These modules capture irradiance on both the front and rear side of the module.
Optimizing the layout to maximize the total panel power, given constraints on land area,
mounting and tracking systems, characterizing the total system production can be challenging.
Bifacial modules have not yet been installed in large numbers, but as the technology matures,
more systems are expected to emerge (Deline et al. 2017).
Another challenge for solar plant optimization is designing control systems either with or
without storage to meet more stringent grid interconnection requirements. PV plants have
traditionally not required much, if any, plant level control, simply outputting power to the grid as
it is produced. But in high-penetration PV scenarios, integration with the grid may require more
stringent control, including the ability to mitigate large ramps up or down, or control voltage and
frequency (Gevorgian and O’Neill 2016a; Gevorgian and O’Neill 2016b).

4.7 Solar PV Plus Storage

Solar plus storage plants are not hybrid power plants, as only one generation source is present.
However, they are a step in the direction toward hybrid power plants and have recently received
a significant amount of attention from the industrial development community. Solar PV plus
storage plants are typically designed to maximize the value to the system owner while operating
within requirements set forth by the utility for grid interconnection. Resilience to utility power
outages has been another design objective of interest, primarily for isolated grids or commercial
buildings (Laws et al. 2018). While multiple design objectives and value streams have been
discussed (Eyer et al. 2010) for these systems, utility-scale PV plus storage systems primarily
rely on energy value (typically through PPAs) and capacity value with some ancillary service
markets available. Denholm et al. (2017) provided four categories of solar with storage power
plants: (1) no point of common coupling, (2) AC coupled only, (3) DC coupled with a
bidirectional inverter, and (4) DC tightly coupled with a DC-AC-only converter. In the last two
cases, the distinguishing factor is whether the storage system can store both grid and PV
electricity or only the PV-generated electricity, see Figure 28 (Denholm et al. 2017).
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Figure 28. Coupling architectures of solar with storage systems (left) independent coupling,
(center) AC coupling, (right) DC coupling. Source: Denholm et al. (2017)

Design of solar plus storage plants is tightly coupled with the optimal sizing and operation
described in Section 3. In addition to the design variables previously discussed for stand-alone
solar plants, fundamental design decisions for solar PV plus storage plants include:
•

Solar DC capacity. The number of modules in the system, which is driven by cost and
the desired operation of a plant. If it is valuable to maximize the interconnection capacity
factor, the system may be oversized on the DC side to generate more power during offpeak hours and clip or store the power during hours of overproduction, relative to the
inverter capacity.

•

Solar AC capacity. The inverter capacity in the system. Typically, less than the DC
capacity in the system and driven by the cost of modules, inverters, and the energy sell
rate. Limits the amount of power that can be exported to the grid.

•

Storage power. The maximum sustained power capacity from the storage system for
charging and discharging. Governs how much power can be captured from excess PV
production or how much power can be delivered to the grid.

•

Storage duration. The amount of time the battery can discharge at the maximum
sustained power capacity. Different use cases require different storage durations. Storage
duration is important for determining capacity value (Denholm and Margolis 2018).

•

Coupling architecture. Multiple distinct architectures have emerged in solar plus
storage system design, each of which has advantages and disadvantages. Recent analysis
on solar plus storage configuration cost, operation, and value has been completed (Fu,
Remo, and Margolis 2018; DiOrio et al. 2020; Denholm et al. 2017).
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o AC coupled. In an AC-coupled system, the battery is connected to the PV on the
AC-side, requiring its own bidirectional inverter to charge and discharge.
o DC coupled. In a DC-coupled system, the battery is connected to the PV on the
DC side through a DC/DC charge controller, allowing the battery to charge from
otherwise clipped PV power and to share the PV inverter.
•

Charging source. Under existing rules (Elgqvist et al. 2018), the storage component of a
solar plus storage system can capture the federal investment tax credit (ITC) if it charges
from PV. The system can qualify for a reduced portion of the credit if some charging is
done by the grid.

Gaps in modeling solar plus storage systems for large-scale systems include correctly capturing
battery degradation as a function of cycling and calendar life, modeling battery dispatch while
conforming to commercially available controller limitations and modeling different
configuration options within the same modeling platform.

4.8 Hybrid Power Plant Design

The physical design of a hybrid power plant entails all the complexity of the design of single
technology plants, as described earlier, with additional complexity from the interaction between
the technologies. In terms of a spectrum of such designs, one extreme are virtual hybrid power
plants that are not co-located and share no infrastructure. Design of these plants is akin to doing
individual wind plant optimizations, as described earlier. On the other extreme, a hybrid power
plant of interwoven wind and solar assets can be envisioned; where there is potential shading of
the solar panels by the turbines and where the electrical collection on a DC bus interconnects
both solar panels and wind turbines interchangeably with, potentially, storage as well. In
between, hybrid power plants may share only some interconnection to the larger grid system or a
coupling only on the AC-side of the network. Little research exists to date on physical design of
hybrid power plants, and the next section provides a basic overview of prior work.
4.8.1 Research in and Software Tools for Physical Design Optimization of Hybrid
Power Plants
The following discussion will focus on solar PV and wind energy-based hybrid power plant
design optimization, with a follow-up discussion about extensions to other types of hybrid power
plants.
As mentioned in Section 3, most of the research to date on hybrid power plant design
optimization has focused on technology selection and capacity sizing of the different technology
elements (see again Nema et al. [2009] and Badwawi et al. [2016] for extensive reviews). The
applications focus largely on distributed energy systems or even off-grid, stand-alone systems.
This uses different optimization approaches and problem formulations, as compared to utilityscale solar (with or without storage) and wind power plants. However, moving toward the
question of physical design of hybrid power plants, including wind and solar PV, there are
aspects of each approach that can be leveraged as well as new challenges that must be addressed.
Figure 29 provides an overview of the main elements feeding into the hybrid power plant design
optimization process.
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Hybrid Plant
Design

Figure 29. Generic elements of a hybrid wind and solar PV design optimization problem
formulation. Source: NREL

The main components of the optimization include the resource and revenue opportunity space,
technology performance and cost modules for each generation technology, the BOS plant
infrastructure, and operations and maintenance. The overall optimization problem formulation
using these components is then specified in terms of design variables, constraints, objective(s),
and workflow architecture. Each of these major elements of the design process is next discussed
in more detail, comparing and contrasting approaches for technology selection and sizing with
physical design needs.
4.8.2 Resource and Revenue Considerations
The most critical design inputs for considering hybrid power plant design at a given site are a
characterization of the potential resource from the different energy technologies and the potential
revenue streams available, based on the local market conditions. For resources, the joint
probability distribution of the solar and wind energy resource at a particular site is needed.
Significant work has gone into the characterization of solar and wind energy resources around
the globe to produce both statistical data as well as to provide historical and synthetic time-series
data that can be used for site resource assessment (Draxl et al. 2015; Global Wind Atlas 2018;
Blair et al. 2017). However, little work to date has been done to explicitly derive joint probability
distributions across resources. Sizing tools, such as REopt, use time-series data (at a range of
temporal resolutions) and so on, implicitly account for the complementarities of the resources at
a given site. For solar plant design, SAM similarly uses representative time-series data to do full
production analysis over time with some levels of automation in the design process. For wind
power plants, on the other hand, the complex nature of the internal flow of the plant and turbine
responses require the use of distilled statistics around the wind resource in the form of wind roses
to make the optimization problem of the layout design tractable.
For physical design of hybrid power plants that integrate wind, solar PV, and potentially storage,
a harmonization across these approaches is needed. This could take the form, as in WISDEM, of
using joint probability density functions (PDFs) for wind energy and extending these to more
dimensions to create a PDF across the resources either annually or broken down by season or by
month. Such analysis could include auto-correlation aspects within or across the resources as
well. Another approach could be to use time-series binning similar to REopt but to include the
dimension of wind direction and other key parameters that are used in physical design of wind
power plants. However, the resolution of such binning practices would need to be very low to
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limit the number of input cases to something tractable for the optimization. As an alternative,
representative time slices could be used to bookend a range of exemplary performance cases, and
again these could be subdivided by time of year. Finally, some combination of these approaches
could be used (i.e., a general joint PDF for certain revenue streams and representative time slices
to address others).
The time dependence of the resource availability is particularly important to hybrid power plant
design for considering the revenue potential for the plant. Assuming the plant is small relative to
the overall system, the market conditions can be treated as exogenous (though they will likely
change over time, introducing a source of uncertainty into the optimization process, which will
be discussed later in the optimization problem formulation). The approach in hybrid power plant
sizing tools such as REopt, which have historically focused more on distributed generation, is to
use actual time-series data for available capacity, energy, and service revenue streams (Cutler et
al. 2017). For utility-scale solar and wind energy, SAM takes a similar approach for distributed
generation and for utility-scale systems assumes a PPA type of structure with potentially added
revenues related to time-of-delivery factors (Blair et al. 2017). WISDEM and most wind power
plant design optimization tools assume a very simple PPA structure with no variation in revenue
over time, and often the objective function for the design is thus reduced to LCOE, which still
creates a complex optimization for the detailed design consideration, (as in Fleming et al. 2015).
For hybrid power plant design, time slices of data may be intractable; conversely, LCOE is
oversimplified and would not lead to the optimal design from an overall profitability perspective.
In conjunction with the resource data, the options again span from a completely statistical
approach of complex joint PDFs for wind, solar, and revenue opportunities to a completely timeseries-driven approach (either with binning or representative time slices). The former may be
very difficult to construct in and of itself, and then still difficult to apply within a design
optimization context, while the latter may produce too many cases to perform a tractable
optimization. It is possible that some combined approach, which uses a limited set of cases based
on statistics and time-series data, would be tractable from a computational standpoint and also
drive to designs that have significantly improved profitability over classic LCOE-optimized
power plants.
4.8.3 Wind, Solar, and Storage Modeling
Detailed overviews of the approach to solar and wind power plants in SAM and WISDEM,
respectively, were provided in the previous section. The key differences between basic sizing of
capacity and detailed physical design are in the level of fidelity for the technical representation
of the system. While on the one hand, models used for solar and wind power plant design
optimization are not seen as high fidelity from the perspective of detailed technical analysis of
those systems—for instance, they do not address the dynamic behavior of the systems—they are
far more detailed than the models for the technology used in sizing, which largely exclude the
physical couplings within the plant (e.g., shading between solar panels or wake losses from
upstream to downstream turbine rows). To do physical design, these elements are essential and
must be included in the hybrid power plant design optimization.
The introduction of wind and solar technologies at a single site introduces additional couplings
that must be considered. De Azevedo and Mohammed (2015) developed a relatively detailed
model of the effects of tower shadow from the wind turbines that was time invariant. Modeling
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of the shading of the panels from the turbines and their blades need to be considered for closely
co-located wind turbines and solar panels. In addition, there may be additional need to address
the shadow flicker from the turbines in operation. Shadow flicker caused by dynamic shading
from rotating turbine blades is already a significant design consideration in terms of visual
impacts from wind power plants, but now it is necessary to consider the additional impact of the
dynamic shading on the actual plant performance of any impacted solar panels. Otherwise, the
interaction of the technologies is limited to the actual electrical system.
4.8.4 Integrated BOS Model (and Operations)
Coupling of hybrid systems within the electrical system and its collective performance and
associated control strategies is one of the most important considerations for ongoing research and
design optimization of hybrid power plants. Operation and control of hybrid power plants will be
discussed in more detail in the next section. From a design perspective, the selection of the
overall topology of the plant should come first, which may include coupling of the various
technologies on the AC or DC side of the system. Given the fundamental impact of the decision,
it is likely that this will be decided prior to initiating the detailed design. Based on this, then,
there will be different resulting potential strategies for developing the collection system for the
full hybrid power plant including solar, wind, and storage technologies. Potential architectures
(extending those discussed for solar PV with storage plants, as described in Denholm et al.
[2017]) include:
1. No point of common coupling: all subsystems have independent interconnection to the
larger grid system.
2. AC coupling of all technologies: subsystems have a point of common coupling on the AC
side within the power plant, which allows for energy management of the battery system
in response to solar and wind subsystem performance. This allows wind and storage
technologies to more easily supply or consume reactive power as needed.
3. DC coupling (loose or tight) of the solar with storage and either no point of common
coupling or AC coupling of the wind plant: this option reflects existing wind energy
power plant technologies where significant retrofits would need to be done to allow DC
coupling, whereas a more straightforward coupling can be done for solar and storage.
4. DC coupling (loose or tight) of all technologies: this option reflects the ability to couple
all technologies in the plant on a DC bus, which would require wind turbines to separate
the current functionality of fully rated converter types between the AC/DC inversion and
DC/AC inversion.
5. Another important distinction here is whether the power plant is land-based or offshore.
For the previous discussion, we are assuming land-based systems, because offshore
hybrid power plants would likely involve other technology combinations (for example,
wind and wave energy).
Once the architecture is selected, the optimization of the infrastructure must be done in
coordination with the rest of the plant design. For example, for LCOE optimization it is critical
to balance the cost and performance of the electrical collection system (minimizing losses as well
as equipment and installation costs) with the performance and costs of the generation and storage
assets (maximizing revenue through energy production with minimal losses from wake effects
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and shading). For the latter, turbines should be spaced quite far apart to minimize the losses from
turbines shading the panels and from producing wake losses, whereas from the former
perspective, infrastructure costs can be lowered by reducing the intertechnology spacing as much
as possible. Moving to broader profitability objectives associated with hybrid power plants, this
is further complicated by the need to enable the plant to maximize its various revenue streams
over time while also still minimizing capital and operational expenditures. This topic is directly
tied to the plant control and operation, and the design needs to consider these downstream
operational considerations, which are still an active area of research themselves, as will be
discussed in the next section.
Beyond the electrical infrastructure, there are other potential design considerations around roads,
development processes, installation, operations and maintenance, and other areas where there
may be synergies if addressed as part of the upfront design process.
4.8.5 Optimization Problem Formulation
An optimization problem formulation includes the specifics of design variables, nondesign input
parameters, constraints, and objectives, as well as the overall architecture of the workflow and
the algorithms used. Wind power plant design problems are multidisciplinary design
optimization problems that are difficult because of the size of the problems (potential number of
design variables and constraints) and their scope (the number of different disciplines involved).
Integrated wind and solar power plant design together (potentially with storage) further
complicates this.
First, the design variables must be specified. For sizing models, the design variables are focused
on technology selection (potentially within a category; i.e., what types of solar panels, wind
turbines, or battery storage) as well as the capacity sizing of those assets. Further, REopt
provides a recommended optimal operating strategy of those assets over time (Cutler et al. 2017).
However, for physical design, the focus is less on the selection of the technology elements (those
may come from REopt, for example) and more on the exact configuration of those elements in
the plant, as previously discussed, the placement of wind turbines and panels. The number and
type of these elements could also be part of the detailed optimization rather than part of the
sizing step. In addition, the optimization of the electrical infrastructure includes the overall
network topology of the collection system. Beyond the hardware, control parameters associated
with the technologies may also be included in the design optimization, such as the wake steering
example described in detail earlier. For a hybrid power plant where the dynamic operation of
the whole system is the source of value creation, the control strategy in the upfront design
process is critical. However, given that research on hybrid power plant control is still in early
stages of development, it may limit the ability of adequately addressing control strategy in the
system design.
One designer’s constraints are another designer’s objectives. There are often multiple objectives
in a system design process, and some can be treated as constraints in a single objective
optimization problem. Typically, the overall objective has to do with the highest-level
aggregation of system performance and cost into a single global metric: LCOE (as in WISDEM),
or other profitability metrics such as NPV, payback period, and more (as in SAM and REopt).
Constraints can be numerous and may include the plant perimeter, exclusion zones within the
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plant, minimum or maximum spacing, limitations on the technology usage (i.e., loading of
turbines at a specific location), and more.
Finally, the optimization workflow and algorithms must be considered. In a well-architected
optimization problem formulation, the workflow and selection of algorithms are tied to the
specific application and its characteristics. In a problem with a few low-fidelity models, few
design variables and constraints (and where the models are well constructed without significant
sources of discontinuities, and so on), then a monolithic workflow (solving all disciplines at once
with a single global objective) with a gradient-based optimizer will work well. For a model with
many disciplines with loose coupling and lots of design variables and constraints, a workflow
that includes suboptimizations may be more appropriate. If there is potential for many local
solutions or if the models are not differentiable, then a gradient-free or multistart approach may
also be preferred. The effectiveness of different methods is closely tied to the structure of the
problem and the embedded models.
For technology selection and sizing of hybrid power plants, as in REopt, problem formulations
are typically available that can be classified as mixed integer linear programming, similar to
what is used by unit commitment and dispatch models at a systems operation level. These
problems are typically solved as one monolithic workflow rather than involving embedded
suboptimizations. On the other hand, wind plant layout design optimization is highly nonlinear
and can thus be classified as a nonlinear programming (NLP) or mixed-integer nonlinear
programming (MINLP). In addition, depending on the submodels involved, wind plant layout
optimization problems are typically not fully differentiable across all models, and gradient-free
methods, including heuristic and metaheuristic methods, are often used (though there is a
growing body of research that applies gradient-based methods to wind plant design; see Ning et
al. [2019] for more detail on both). Finally, as shown in the workflow from Perez SanchezMoreno et al. (2017), often there are design subprocesses in wind plant optimization that can be
decoupled and allow for suboptimization of some subsystems (in that case the electrical
collection system design and the monopile sizing). For solar power plant design, approaches
(like that taken in SAM) often do not use explicit optimization, because the smaller number of
design levers and the relative ease with which design subprocesses can be decoupled lends itself
to a manual design approach (see the previous case study for solar PV power plant design).
For optimization problems, the most complex aspect of the problem formulation drives the
design of the workflow and choice of algorithms. Thus, because wind power plant design
problems are NLP or MINLP, then hybrid power plant physical design optimization will fall into
one of those categories as well. Depending on whether discrete choices are included (such as
number of turbines, solar panels, and collection cable strings), then the problem will be MINLP
and require either gradient-free techniques or some mixture of gradient-based and gradient-free
techniques (see Graf et al. [2016] for an example of the latter where turbine types [discrete
variables] and locations [continuous variables] were included in the optimization).
Table 6 provides an overall summary of the typical approaches and opportunities for hybrid
power plant physical design optimization.
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Table 6. Overall Characteristics of Technology Selection, Sizing, and Design of Wind, Solar, and
Wind-Solar Hybrid Power Plants
Design Process
Elements

Current Practice for
Single Technology
and Hybrid Power
Plant Sizing
Time-series data with
variable bin resolution
(for a representative
year)
Time-series data with
variable bin resolution
(for a representative
year)
Simplified parametric
representations of
technology
performance and cost

Current Practice for
Single Technology
Physical Design
Optimization
Statistical model of key
resource parameters
(i.e., for wind: speed and
direction joint PDF)
Single power purchase
price (with limited
options of extension)

Potential Approach for
Hybrid Power Plant
Physical Design
Optimization
Limited cases that reflect
temporal dependencies
but also bulk statistics

Detailed physical models
of the technologies for
cost and performance

Technical Models:
Balance of Plant and
Operations

No or highly simplified
parametric
representation of
infrastructure and
operational costs

Broad range of fidelity in
terms of modeling the
infrastructure and plant
operations

Optimization
Problem
Formulation: Design
Variables

Technology types,
capacity sizing and
operational strategy

Technology types,
number, placement,
interconnection
topology, control
strategy, and more

Optimization
Problem: Design
Constraints and
Objectives

Objectives on
profitability (like NPV)
as well as potentially
resiliency and other
factors. Constraints on
sizing and operation of
the different technology
components.
Monolithic MILP

Objectives on LCOE
typically. Locational and
technology usage
constraints.

Detailed physical models
of the technologies for
cost and performance
including interaction
effects (i.e., turbine
shading of panels)
Important to adapt
existing single
technology models for
hybrid power plant
implementations with
various topologies of
coupling in the plant
collection system
Technology types,
number, placement,
interconnection
topology, control
strategy, and more (for
all technologies)
Objectives on
profitability (like NPV).
Locational and
technology usage
constraints.

Input Data: Resource

Input Data: Resource

Technical Models:
Solar, Storage, and
Wind

Optimization
Problem
Formulation:
Workflow
Architecture and
Algorithms

Monolithic (mostly) NLP
or MINLP (can include
suboptimizations that
are typically NLP) (both
gradient-based and
gradient-free)

Limited cases that reflect
temporal dependencies
but also bulk statistics

Monolithic (mostly) NLP
or MINLP (can include
suboptimizations that
are typically NLP) (both
gradient-based and
gradient-free)

Finally, the entire previous discussion assumed that the optimization involved deterministic
information. However, uncertainty is rampant in almost all design optimization problems and is
highly relevant for technology selection and sizing and physical design of hybrid power plants.
Sources of uncertainty include the resources themselves, the potential revenue streams, and aspects
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of technology performance and cost over time. Including all sources of uncertainty would result in
intractable problem formulations, but robust designs will likely require addressing some of the
aspects of uncertainty in the design process. Such problems, known as optimization under
uncertainty (OUU), or robust design optimization problems, include an uncertainty analysis and
quantification method within the optimization to produce statistics that can be used to evaluate the
objective function and/or various system constraints (see Quick et al. [2017] for an example of
OUU applied to wind power plant control strategies). OUU applied to design optimization for
renewable systems is an active area of research, and while it is necessary first to address issues
associated with hybrid power plant physical design from a deterministic perspective, it will be
important to quickly bring uncertainty into the design process to ensure the overall success of the
developed designs.
4.8.6 Other Hybrid Power Plants
The previous discussion focused entirely on solar PV and wind power plants and hybrids created
from the integration of these technologies (also including battery storage technology). However,
there a wide variety of potential utility-scale hybrid power plant configurations, as discussed
previously, that may include hydropower of various forms (including pumped hydropower),
geothermal, CSP, biomass, and others. Hybrid power plants may even include nonrenewablebased electricity generation facilities such as natural gas, coal, or even nuclear power plants.
Examples of some promising combinations (CSP and geothermal, solar PV and CSP, wind and
pumped hydro, and wind-diesel power plants) were discussed in the previous section. In contrast
to solar PV and wind energy, some of these technologies (including hydropower and geothermal
power plants) are very site-specific and do not lend themselves as easily to general optimization
frameworks. However, if coupling solar PV and wind energy to these plants, their performance
parameters in terms of enabling energy shifting, increasing capacity value, or providing services,
can be brought as inputs into the overall optimization process for the solar PV and wind power
plant elements. In addition, there may be economies of scope to gain from integrated collection
systems, operations, and other plant features that are worth investigating. These various
combinations deserve a comprehensive analysis in and of themselves and present a good
opportunity for follow-up studies.
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5 Hybrid Power Plants Control and Operation

In order to ensure that hybrid power plants meet performance and profitability objectives once
they are deployed, it is important to understand their potential from a controls and operation
perspective. Wind power plant controls has been a very active area of research over the last
several years, and now there is a growing interest in hybrid power plant operations, which
includes solar, and potentially storage technology, as well. The physical design of hybrid power
plants needs to consider how that plant will perform with respect to controls and operation once
built.

5.1 State of the Art in Wind Power Plant Control

Wind turbines are sited together for economic advantages, including reduced deployment costs,
reduced grid interconnection costs, reduced land use/environmental impacts, and operation and
maintenance costs (Boersma et al. 2017). However, siting turbines close together has adverse
effects, including aerodynamic interactions between turbines. These aerodynamic interactions
are known as wakes. Turbines operating in wakes experience reduced velocities and higher
levels of turbulence generated by upstream turbines. This leads to lower power production and
increased structural loading at downstream turbines.
Turbines operate individually to optimize their own performance by maximizing power and
minimizing loads individually without considering these aerodynamic interactions. However,
this type of operation has been shown to be suboptimal for the wind plant. Wind plant level
controls aims to operate upstream turbines suboptimally to improve the performance of the wind
plant. This includes increasing the power production in a wind plant, reducing dynamic structural
loads on turbines, and providing grid services including active power control, frequency control,
and power reference tracking.
The most popular type of wind plant controls is maximizing power output of a wind plant. One
variant of this type of control that has gained increasing attention in recent years is wake
steering. Wake steering is achieved by purposely misaligning the upstream turbine with respect
to the inflow wind direction. This action deflects the wake away from downstream turbines and
is achieved by yawing, tilting, or pitching the upstream turbine (Fleming et al. 2014). Figure 30
shows an example of a normal operating wind plant (top) and a wind plant with turbines
operating in yaw misaligned conditions. In this example, the power may be improved by over
10%.
Next, many wind plant owner/operators are seeking out ways to extend the lifetime of turbines.
The lifetime of the turbine is determined by dynamic/fatigue-critical loads (Kanev, Savenjie, and
Engels 2018; Soleimanzadeh et al. 2011). The upstream turbine can be operated to minimize
turbulence in the wake at downstream turbines, thus reducing the aerodynamic loading on
downstream turbines. This type of control is known as axial induction control and is achieved by
adjusting the generator torque or the blade pitch angle of the turbines, which are standard inputs
to the individual turbine controller.
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Finally, wind-plant-level controls can be used to provide grid services that balance total power
generated with the variable electrical demand. As wind penetration increases, wind power plants
will need to be able to provide these grid services. These services include frequency control,
active power control, and so on. Wind can also provide inertia to the grid caused by the large
rotating rotor. These services improve the performance of the grid and increase the reliability of
the grid, especially in the face of large amounts of variable resources on the grid. Automatic
generator control (AGC) has been studied extensively in the literature (van Wingerden et al.
2017). Typically, this means following a power reference signal provided by a transmission
system operator. Several studies have shown that wind plants can follow these power reference
signals as a whole (van Wingerden et al. 2017; Vali et al. 2018; Bay et al. 2018), demonstrating
that when needed, wind plants can provide these services reliably. Wind plants have fast
response times, unlike large baseloads like coal and nuclear, which makes wind, along with
solar, an ideal candidate for providing frequency response services. The success of these
strategies hinges on the ability to reliably estimate the total power available in a wind plant as
well as the power available in the near future. Several studies have been conducted on how to
optimally distribute the setpoints to each turbine to meet the power reference signal commanded
by the transmission system operator.

Figure 30. Example of wind-plant-level controls. The top plot shows turbines operating under
normal conditions (i.e., each turbine is operating individually to maximize its performance). The
bottom plot shows some of the turbines operating in misaligned conditions. These conditions are
suboptimal for the individual turbine, but the power production of the whole wind plant can be
increased by more than 10%.
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5.2 State of the Art in Solar Power Plant Control

Solar plant control has traditionally not been a focus in commonly available tools (e.g., PVSyst,
PV*SOL, SAM), with the exception of the ability to simulate curtailment or restrict plant AC
output to be less than the grid interconnection limit, with the general assumption that the system
output does not substantially affect the condition of the grid; however, plant control has become
more important because increasing amounts of photovoltaic generation are connected to the grid
(Ela et al. 2013a). Recent work (Gevorgian et al. 2016a) demonstrated active power controls for a
utility-scale PV plant in Puerto Rico, illustrating the ability of PV plants to provide ancillary
services for an isolated island grid.
At the individual solar panel level, solar panels have been designed with fixed-tilt, one-axis, and
two-axis capabilities. The axes allow for solar panels to track the sun, depending on the time of
day and time of the year. Two-axis capabilities provide the best performance in terms of power
production, but they do also require the most mechanical movement, inviting more operation and
maintenance costs.
In terms of solar-plant-level controls, similar studies have been conducted from the grid
perspective. Like wind, as solar penetration increases, solar will also be required to provide grid
services to improve the reliability of the grid. These solar plants consist of power electronics,
specifically inverters, that can contribute to the grid stability and reliability, while decreasing the
impact of the variability of solar on the grid. This test demonstrated several types of grid services
including AGC, droop response, and fast frequency response. The solar-plant-level controls
leverage classic feedback mechanisms to drive the error between the power reference signal and
the power output of the solar plant to zero. The main benefit of solar generation, PV in particular,
is that it does not have any rotating mechanical parts that can respond very fast to disturbances
on the grid, which can increase the reliability of the grid.

5.3 Hybrid Power Plant Control
5.3.1 Solar PV Plus Storage
Solar PV plus storage control is a topic that has received considerable attention in recent years.
One body of work has focused on developing methods to optimally size and control these hybrid
plants based on assumed value streams and system operational limits, running from residentialto utility-scale systems. Recent work has explored optimization of distributed PV plus storage
systems with dispatchable loads in residential buildings (O’Shaughnessy et al. 2018), whereas
other work has focused on technical and economic performance of large-scale solar plus storage
plants using a price-taker model (Denholm et al. 2017). Optimal plant control from the
perspective of maximizing profit for the system owner has frequently been modeled with
mathematical optimization approaches, as described in multiple sources (Nottrott, Kleissl, and
Washom 2013; Hanna et al. 2014; Ru, Kleissl, and Martinez 2012; Zhang et al. 2015; Babacan et
al. 2017). Other work has focused on representing nonlinear system effects and developing
simulation or rule-based approaches to achieve an optimal dispatch (DiOrio et al. 2020;
Riffonneau et al. 2011).
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5.3.2 Research in and Software Tools for Hybrid Power Plant Operation and
Control
Finally, as mentioned throughout this report, by co-locating wind and solar, variability caused by
variable resources has the potential to decrease, meaning the wind is strongest at night and is the
lowest in the middle of the day when the sun is shining the brightest. Leveraging these variable
resources together can improve the economics and reliability of the electric grid.
Most studies that have been conducted have focused on how to electrically integrate and control
the technologies, wind, solar, and storage (Gevorgian, Burra, and Marjaria 2018). There are two
main topologies that have gained traction in recent years. The first topology is to convert each
technology, wind, solar, and storage to a DC bus that is then converted back to AC when
interfacing with the grid. The second topology converts all technologies to AC and connects to
an AC bus that interfaces directly with the grid. The fundamental difference between wind and
solar at the electrical level in that wind inherently produces AC power, and solar/storage
inherently produce DC power. This provides many decisions to be made on the electrical
infrastructure of combining these technologies and has not been incorporated extensively in
optimization studies. There are many options for interconnecting a hybrid power plant to the
larger electrical grid system and the positioning of inverters that convert DC to AC for
interconnection to the broader electricity system.
Regardless of the electrical infrastructure, control strategies have been developed for gridconnected hybrid systems and stand-alone (i.e., islanded grid) scenarios. Under both scenarios,
the hybrid power plants are controlled to provide grid services to reduce the effects of variability
on the grid to improve its reliability by providing AGC, fast frequency response, and droop
control. In this case, the benefits of wind (i.e., inertial response) and the benefits of solar (i.e.,
fast response times) can be exploited to further improve the performance of the hybrid power
plant with respect to the grid. Accurate forecasting plays an important role in being able to
deploy these hybrid power plants effectively. These forecasts allow for the hybrid plants to be
optimally scheduled from five minutes to a day in advance. As forecast accuracy increases, the
adverse effects of variability will decrease, and the grid will be able to better plan for when the
wind is not blowing and the sun is not shining.
It is likely that many hybrid power plants will have wind, solar, and storage co-located to
minimize electrical infrastructure and deployment costs. Many of the studies described earlier
have focused on the electrical infrastructure interactions between technologies. Further work will
need to be performed to look at the physical interactions between co-located technologies,
including shadow and/or flicker generated by turbines, impacting solar panel performance, or
thermal heating and convection that can impact the inflow to turbines. These technologies will
have to be modeled together to understand the implications of co-locating technologies. In
addition, control strategies can be designed to mitigate any adverse effects of one technology on
another. For example, if a rotating turbine is producing flicker that directly impacts several solar
panels, the wind turbine operation can be altered or stopped to accommodate the operation of the
solar panels.
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6 Insights from NREL Workshop on Hybrid Power
Plant Design, Development, and Operation

A dominant theme throughout the entire 2-day workshop was lack of consensus around whether
hybrid power plants were necessary at all and, if they are, under what resource and market
conditions they make sense. It was clear that across the spectrum of stakeholders (including
researchers, consultants, developer/owner/operators, and manufacturers) that there were no clear
answers to these questions. Some primary sources of skepticism around the need for hybrid
power plants included:
•

Market challenges:
o Achieve significant revenue from capacity value or ancillary services.

̶ How should utilities assess capacity value from hybrid assets?
̶ How should utilities include forecasting of hybrid power plant energy in
their commitment and dispatch operations?
̶ How will storage be treated from the utility perspective (for example,
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 841 in the United States directs
system operators to develop rules for storage to participate in capacity,
energy, and service markets)?

o Interconnection levels and associated costs

̶ System operators may not view hybrid power plants as single units and
instead treat the overall plant rating as the sum of the capacity for
generation assets (Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 845 seeks to
address this in the United States by allowing all generation facilities to
request less than their fully rated capacity).

o Hybrid power plants are only valuable in markets with very large renewable
shares where capacity and energy shifting have value.
̶ Even in deregulated markets today with large amounts of renewables,
there is little benefit of “energy arbitrage” through differential prices by
time of day or over the course of a week.
̶ Even if “energy arbitrage” opportunities are present, the value of colocation of assets versus virtual hybrid power plant operation is
questionable.
o Policy incentives (such as production tax credits and investment tax credits)
typically reward individual technology systems incentives, and some revenue
from these sources could be forfeited if assets are combined.
•

Technology challenges:
o Need for one-off design solutions on a case-by-case basis (based on market and
resource context) limits opportunities for industrialization and economies of scale.
̶

Too many business models are required for developers to be interested in
fully committing to hybrid power plant solutions.
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̶ Lots of potential technology solutions (i.e., collection system topology,
types of turbines and solar PV, types of storage) without a clear winner
limits the ability for learning curve improvements to performance and
cost.
o Risk caused by resource uncertainty may be as bad or worse for hybrid than single
technology plants.
̶ From a wind energy perspective, hybrid power plants (with or without
storage) may not be able to reduce uncertainty in preconstruction energy
estimation (i.e., the P80 or P90), which drives financial costs of the
project.
̶ Solar power plants have lower cost of capital today, and financing of
hybrid power plants may be worse when combined than if financed
separately.
o There is a lack of validation of hybrid power plants overall.

̶ Most hybrid power plant designs are still in early demonstration phases,
meaning that their long-term viability from an energy and capacity
perspective is not yet proven.
̶ Even more significant are questions around hybrid power plants providing
ancillary services and performance in the short term with transients and
dynamic interaction with the larger grid system, especially with the
inverters themselves for protection and faults (i.e., being able to meet
various grid codes).

However, all this skepticism also indicated a need for comprehensive research to better
understand under what conditions hybrid power plants do make economic sense. In addition, the
various impediments provide guidance about what research questions and specific topics of study
will be important to address to credibly demonstrate the potential value of hybrid power plants.
Regardless of the type of technologies, an important message from the industry attendees at the
workshop was to remember that hybrid power plants start with the business model, not the
design. In other words, markets are key to the viability of all power plants, including hybrid
power plants. From this perspective, there was significant skepticism from the attendees that colocation and shared resources were any better than either virtual hybrid power plants or even the
larger system operation of the grid balancing across individual technology assets in the most
cost-effective manner. Thus, the onus on the research community is to investigate whether
hybrid power plants can, in fact, create a business opportunity where the whole is greater
than the sum of the parts, and second, under what conditions that is the case. This can be
done through coordinated research that looks at sizing, design, operation, and control of hybrid
power plants to rigorously assess their potential under a variety of resource and market
conditions.

6.1 Specific Questions on Sizing and Design

Despite the skepticism, attendees showed interest in better understanding the potential of hybrid
power plants of all types, with solar PV and wind (with or without storage) being of highest
priority (and solar PV with storage being of even higher importance). However, there was also
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significant interest in those technologies also combined with CSP, geothermal, hydropower
(including pumped hydropower), broader consideration of nonbattery storage technologies (i.e.,
flywheels, compressed air, electric vehicles, demand response, etc.), and even nonelectricitybased hybrid power plants that involve fuel production or other energy products. In addition,
there was interest in the opportunities for solar PV and hydropower together, especially if the
solar PV were floating or installed above the hydro resource, which would reduce land-area
taken by the solar panels and also help prevent evaporation of water assets; moreover, the water
could also be used to support cooling of the panels. Finally, those from the geothermal
community were particularly interested in opportunities of geothermal with CSP alone or also
integrated with solar PV.
From a design perspective, the discussion for hybrid power plants focused on two broad areas.
First, what are the opportunities and challenges associated with integrated design of hybrid
power plants that include different technologies? And second, what are the opportunities for
modifying and innovating design of specific technology elements within hybrid power plants for
improved overall system level performance and cost? Again, the discussions were focused
primarily on wind and solar PV hybrid power plants with some consideration of additional
technologies. The resulting findings will be useful in terms of informing research at the level of
sizing and design of hybrid power plants. The specific topics identified by the participants that
merit further consideration including the following:
•

Economies of scope:
o Integration of development activities, such as permitting of all types, project
management, contracting, and other project overhead
o Single point of interconnection and reduced costs associated with interconnection
request as well as overall costs for interconnection (if requested capacity is less
than sum of individual generation asset-rated capacities)
o Depending on topology and overall layout, reduced cable lengths and costs of
collection system and reduced costs overall for power electronics
o Reduced sizing and cost of power plant substation

o Reduced infrastructure costs for roads, maintenance buildings, and other balance
of plant costs
o Reduced maintenance costs through coordination of maintenance across all
technology assets.
•

Technology performance and cost:
o Storage could relieve congestion at an interconnection point to get more overall
energy to the grid from a given site
o Maintenance costs of the wind turbines may be reduced if storage reduces need
for wind turbine control actuation (i.e., pitch and yaw) to reduce bearing and
actuator wear and tear.

•

Design innovation:
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o Turbine design could shift from type IV to type III with power electronics of
broader collection system managing interface to larger grid
o Explore a variety of collection system topologies (AC coupled, DC coupled) and
innovations related to inverters within the system.
However, the design of hybrid power plants also needs to consider several challenges as well:
•

Shading if the assets are co-located: both static and dynamic (flicker) shading of the PV
panels by the wind turbines needs to be considered, along with the effects that any
dynamic oscillations may have on inverters and overall system performance

•

If there are land constraints, how do we jointly optimize the sizing of different assets and
their layout, because there may be considerable interaction effects between the two?

•

Battery performance degradation over time is a general area of concern and could be
worsened if the direct interaction with solar PV and wind assets (compared to more stable
interaction with a larger grid system) results in higher frequency and amplitude duty
cycles.

The listed opportunities and challenges are not exhaustive but reflect some of the key concerns
on the minds of stakeholders actively engaged with hybrid power plant development.
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7 Conclusions

Hybrid power plants show promise to provide significant value to the electric grid system with
high shares of variable renewable energy generation such as wind and solar PV. However, there
still are many questions about whether hybrid power plants make sense versus leaving it to the
larger grid system to ensure low cost and reliable supply by engaging directly with all individual
assets. This report summarized literature on state-of-the-art research concerning hybrid power
plants from multiple perspectives, including: (1) resource and market opportunities, (2)
technology selection and sizing, (3) physical design, and (4) operation and control. The emphasis
was placed on wind and solar hybrid power plants (with or without storage), but additional
technologies were considered and merit further investigation.
In addition, findings from a National Renewable Energy Laboratory workshop, in December
2018 titled “Design and Development of Hybrid Power Plants”, on these same topics was
provided, and the combination of information can be used to help provide a general
recommendation for research. The recommended research actions included 1) surveying market
and resource condition to identify hybrid power plant opportunities, 2) investigation of detailed
hybrid power plant design, and 3) investigation of control and operation of hybrid power plants
for grid code compliance, ancillary services and operation in electricity markets.
Each of the three action areas will require significant research activity that can be further
bolstered by collaboration between the national laboratories and industry stakeholders. This will
in turn progress the successful commercialization of hybrid power plants that can increase the
potential for deployment of renewable energy in the United States and globally.
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